Literary Guild Featured
Tiger proudly presents one of its largest editions over the past ten years, a fourteen page spectacular featuring the Clemson Literary Guild and
Homecoming Sponsors.
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Margaret Thompson Reigns '60 Miss Tigerama
Crowning Highlights
Homecoming Event
Coronation ceremonies for the recently elected Miss
Tigerama 1960, Margaret Thompson, will take place
tonight during the activities of the fourth annual Tigerama in Memorial Stadium. Miss Tigerama 1960, her
runner-up and court will make their first official appearance at this time.
In an election held Oct. 25
Clemson students chose Margaret as their queen and at the
same time, selected Joan Miller
as first runner-up to Miss Tigerama. Wilma Bonham, Anne
Sherman and Diane Vaughn were
the other three coeds named to
the court.
Ending her reign tonight as
Inter-Fraternity Council will
Miss Tigerama 1959 is Nancy
Edwards Newman, daughter of hold an informal dance Friday
Clemson President and Mrs. evening prior to the ClemsonR. C. Edwards. Nancy will make Carolina football game, featuring
her farewell speech and imme- a popular rock and roll combo,
diately thereafter relinquish her the Royal Knights.
The dance, the first of its kind
crown to the new Miss Tigerama who will be crowned by to be held by IFC, will be held
Angus McGregor, president of at the Clemson sub-area USAR
Center on the Anderson highway
the Clemson student body.
This year, for the first time, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Composed of seven instrumenspecial recognition is to be given
to the coed elected first runner- talists, the Royal Knights are
up to Miss Tigerama. She will known for their ability to imipresent Margaret with a bouquet tate any nationally famous recording artists.
following her coronation.
Organized about five or six
Freshman From Anderson
The new Miss Tigerama, the years ago, the group has gained
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. H. J. fame by playing at high school
Thompson, is a freshman from junior-seniors as well as such colAnderson. Margaret graduated lege functions as the EPC dance.
from Hanna High School in May The band is composed of the
where she was a varsity cheer- usual four instruments — piano,
leader for three years and serv- drum, guitar and saxophone —
ed as head cheerleader her senior with an additional attraction of
year. .
four vocalists.
An arts and sciences major
Little Dave Smith, band leader,
Margaret plans to attend Clem- has toured his rock and roll group
son all four years and following throughout the southeast includgraduation, hopes to teach Eng- ing such states as North Carolish in high school.-She was se- lina, South Carolina, Georgia and
lected in June as Miss South Tennessee.
Carolina Universe in the state Tickets will be sold to members
contest and participated in the of the seven fraternities and to
national contest held at Miami special guests only states Jim
Beach in July.
Bragg, IFC representative.
In August, Margaret captured
Three fraternities have been
another title, that of Miss U.
designated
specific staffs: SigS.A. AmVet, in the national finals. Since entering Clemson ma Kappa Epsilon, decorain September, she has been tions; Numeral Society, party
elected to the varsity cheering arrangements; and Sigma Alpha Zeta, publicity.
squad,
Joan, first runner-up, is a soph- "If the dance is a success, we
omore from Walhalla, majoring see no reason why it can not be
in education. The daughter of Mr continued as a traditional funcand Mrs. Ralph Miller, she is a tion with the added possibility of
1959 graduate of Walhalla High Carolina joining with the Clemson
School. Joan plans to teach his- IFC operating on a home and
tory in high school following grad- home basis,' stated Bill Schachte,
president of IFC.
uation from Clemson.
While in high school, Joan serv- This dance is the first of such
ed as copy editor of the annual; events, and if successful IFC
was head cheerleader; and her plans to sponsor other dances
senior year, was elected
as during the year,
including a
Homecoming Queen. She also sweetheart dance next semester.
played basketball and was
a
member of the Beta Club and Seniors Must Return
school newspaper staff.
This year, Joan was named a Data Sheets Soon
Clemson basketball cheerleader
All seniors who have not turnand is presently a member of ed in their completed TAPS
Tri Chi sorority, Baptist Student Senior Data Sheets are reUnion and "Y" Council.
quested to do so within the
Third Runnerup
next week. The TAPS senior
Wilma Bonham, member of the section will be based primarMiss Tigerama court, is the ily on this information. Any
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. How- senior who has not filled out a
ard W. Bonham of Chesnee. An data sheet or who desires to
education sophomore, she also make any alterations in his
plans to teach after graduation data sheet may do so at the
from Clemson.
TAPS office within the next
A 1959 Chesnee High School week.
graduate, Wilma was a majorette
Data sheets should be turned
for four years and is presently in at the TAPS office or at the
in her second year as a majo- Office of Student Affairs.
(Con tinued on Page B-4)

Inter-Fraternity
Council To Stage
Dance Next Week

Held Last Tuesday

Republican Ticket Takes
Strong Lead In Straw Vote
Clemson students, in a straw
ballot election held Tuesday, picked their preferential presidential
candidates.
Nixon-Lodge,
on
the Republican ticket, was the
choice of 59.1 per cent and the
Democratic ticket with KennedyJohnson was the selection of 40.9
per cent of Clemson students voting in the eldction.
The voting number of votes cast
was 1513, 37.85 per cent of the
student body. The Democratic
Party received 598 votes to 864
cast for the Republican Party.
Fifty-one othe- votes (including
voids and write-in candidates
were recorded in the election
alone.
The ballots were also tabulated
according to age of the students
voting. Of those 21 years old or
over, the Democratic ticket received 199 votes, 39.9 per cent;
the Republican ticket got 308
votes, 60.1 per cent.
Of students under 21 year*

of age who voted in the straw
ballot election, the Democratic
party received 399 votes, 40.2
percent and the Republican
party got 556 votes, 59.8 per
cent.
The results of this Clemson
straw ballot election have been
sent to the Davidsonian, student
newspaper of Davidson College,
which has 83 per cent of the time
correctly predicted the outcome
of the 1952 and 1956 presidential
elections by using the data of
college campus elections.
In reference to the result of
this straw vote, Jay Jorden,
president of the Young Republican Club said that he was very
pleased with the outcome of the
ballot.
He added, "I truly believe that
South Carolina will go Republican
in the coming election and I
hope that this is an indication of
how strongly it will go RepubCCostinued on Page B-5)

*******************

*********

Beauty Queen To Be Crowned Tonight

Maltby Plays
Blue Key Plans Dance For Saturday
For 'Solid Saturday7 Dance Finale

To Better Relations

Homecoming, 1960, will

will be held in the college Dining be spotlighted tonight with
Hall from 8 p.m. until midnight. McPhatter and his Drifters
Dress for the occasion will be informal. Cost of tickets is set at at 9 p.m. following the
opening festivities of Tiger$2.50 per couple.
B. S. Plair and his Orchestra ama earlier in the evening.
are scheduled to play for the Completing the weekend's doudance. According to CDA and ble billing Richard Maltby, CoBlue Key members, Plair has lumbia recordist; will spotlight
played for many fraternity parties tomorrow's dance finale from 8in the area, including University 12 p. m. in the college dining'
of South Carolina, University of hall.
North Carolina and Duke UniverQueen Selected
sity.
Homecoming Queen will be anPhil Kennedy, arts and sciences nounced at a special intermissenior of Manning, president of sion at the dance tonight. Shs
Clemson Blue Key, said in speak- will reign over tomorrow's North
ing about the Blue Key daifbe, "I Carolina game, she and her court
would like to urge the students, being introduced during the halffaculty and alumni to support this time show. Miss Dale Newtotn of
dance. It is Up to us at Clemson McColl was crowned 1959 Hometo show the school spiirit, good coming Queen.
sportsmanship and hospitality that
Tickets for both informal danwe are capable of."
ces are $4, tonight and $4.50,
He continued, "The Blue Key Saturday. Block tickets are $8,
Dance is a wonderful opportun- according to Central Dance Asity for us to better the relations sociation officials.
between the two schools. I enSince its organization over 30
courage each Clemson student years ago, CDA has provided
to attend the dance and meet many nationally famous orchesthe Carolina students, both boys tras for the Homecoming weekand girls, and do everything in ends.
our power to make them welOne of the earlier Homecomcome."
ings, that of Thanksgiving, 1934,
Phil ended his statement by featured Johnny Hamp in the Ausaying, "Let's welcome Carolina tumn Ball, a highlight of that
to this first Solid Saturday with year's dance weekend.
Past Performers
enthusiasm and warm friendship.
Dr. Bell I. Wiley, presenting the We can make Solid Saturday and More recently, though, the evnext lecture in the series Monday the Blue Key Dance a worthy tra- entful weekend has featured
in the college chapel, has several dition that will last for years to Ralph Marterie, Dorsey, Eliot.
acquaintances among members of come."
(Costinued on Page B-5)
the faculty.
According to Mr. C. L. Epting,
head of the history department,
He is the most outstanding historian of the Civil War in the
Southeast, and in addition is a
most interesting and instructive
lecturer."
To the Students of Clemson College:
Dr. J. K. Williams, who did
We
at Carolina would like to thank the Clemson |
some graduate work at Emory
University when Dr. Wiley was Student Body for their cordial invitation to their camteaching there, has described pus on the occasion of our traditional Carolina-Clemson|
Miss Margaret Thompson will officially be crowned Miss Tigerama 1960 tonight by reigning him as "a very interesting football game.
queen Nancy Edwards Newman. Miss Thompson was selected from ten finalists by the speaker.'
November 12 will mark the beginning of a new
Dr. Wiley is a recognized austudent body last week. The pretty redhead also holds several state titles including Miss
thority
on
American
History,
with
era
in the spirited but friendly rivalry that exists
South Carolina Universe. (Tiger Photo by Alex McCormack.)
special emphasis on the Civil
between our two fine institutions. As one of your
War.
student leaders remarked, "Let us make the Big
The Civil War will be the subThursday of yesterday the Solid Saturday of today"
ject of his lecture Monday, and
—solid, we hope, in the mutual bond of friendship
he will probably treat it in his
own special manner, so well
and respect which has emanated out of the rivalry
known in his books.
of this great tradition.
Especially known for writing of
From our discussions with your Dean of StudentsJ
the humble people of American
By JIM BRYANT
ard and his Sunday afternoon TV a one man comedy skit depict- History, Dr. Wiley has done re- the President of your Student Body, and other leaders^
Tiger News Writer
show. Several members of the ing a "country bumpkin" clown search in 47 states. His interest on your campus, we realize and appreciate the time
Homecoming activities will com- fraternity will act as the Clemson finding a woman's handbag and in presenting the lives of these and effort put forth by them to insure the continuation
mence tonight as the curtain team for the night giving the spec- then examining the marvels people has led him through over
30,000 letters and 1,000 diaries.
of the spirit that has made this series one of exceptional
rises at 7:30 p.m. on the all stu- tators a look at some of the un- found within.
Every year at Christmas time merit.
dent show, "Tigerama 1960." Pre- usual things that can happen on Fred Hughes will present his
Tigerama, an introductory warm- a football field.
singing group in a medley of Dr. Wiley sends a Christmas
We are looking forward to visiting your campud
up show, will begin at 7:00 p.m. Perhaps the individual star of popular tunes. Charlie Cloaninger letter to his friends written in on Solid Saturday, and to contributing our part towarcf
for the benefit of early arrivals. the show will be Jerry Raz play- will also present a short act. the Tennessee accent of the
characters in his book The Life the goal for which we are both striving, that of friend!
As in past years the 1960 pro- ing the accordian. Jerry was There was no specific informa- of Johnny Reb.
ship and admiration between the two finest instituf
tion
available
as
to
what
these
duction will be staged in the foot- asked to make several TV apThis book is an account of the
ball stadium. Admission will be pearances after local producers two. skits would contain. Ed Alex- Civil War through the eyes of a tions of higher learning in South Carolina.
$.25 for students, $.49 for adults, heard his playing in the Tigera- ander will announce the show. Southerner. The complement to
Sincerely,
Large Fireworks Show
and no admission charge for chil- ma publicity film clips.
this book, The Life of Billy Yank,
Mike H. Quinn
dren under six.
Tigertones Feature
Every Tigerama show has fea- is the Civil War from a NorthernPresident
of the Student Body
tured
a
gigantic
fireworks
display
Tigertones
will
feature
a
fifteen
Tonight's show will mark the
er's point of view.
fourth anniversary of Tige- minute variety skit based on the as a finale to the night's enterUniversity of South Carolina
(Continued on Page B-8)
rama. "Tigerama 1960," states famous Ed Sullivan TV show. tainment. The magnitude of this
Charles Corley, student direc- This skit will present one of the display has grown with each suctor for the show "promises to school's best singing groups in a ceeding production.
The Pyro-Display Company of
be one of the best ever pre- series of musical styles.
sented since its beginning
Monty Tucker, an industrial Sebring, Fla., is designing a spemmmsX^^m^iiMiiiv'i
(Continued on Page B-8)
management major, will present
three years ago."
Tigerama was first proposed
by Joe Sherman, director of alumni relations, in the spring of 1956. First Since '57
The National Council of the Alumni Association agreed to finance
the program with the provision
that after the show became selfsupporting all profits would be returned to the school.
Blue Key Is Coordinator
TAPS, 1960, has received the designation as an all
After being approached by Mr. American yearbook by the Associate Collegiate Press.
Sherman, Blue Key, national honor fraternity, agreed to serve as This is the first time since 1957 that the Clemson yearcoordinator for the program dur- book has received this honor,
ing the following year. Blue Key The ACP! an organization judghas been at the helm of the pro- ing college yearbooks, feels that often as possible. Three: It should
ject ever since.
last year's TAPS staff realized have a function as a public rePre-Tigerama will feature the its purpose and therefore publish- lations medium. That is,
it
Tiger Band and the college glee ed an all-American book.
should be put together in such
club. This preliminary phase of
According to the ACP's pol- a way to obtain community unthe night's entertainment will be
good derstanding and approval.
climaxed with a pep rally con- icy of judging, every
Pour: The yearbook should be
icy of judging, every good yearducted by the cheering squad.
a student project, allowing as
book
should
fulfill
five
funcDuring tonight's festivities
many students as possible an opMiss , Tigerma,
Margaret tions or purposes. A common portunity for expressing talent and
Miss Tigerama,
Margaret weakness of a yearbook staff
exercising important responsibilThompson, will be crowned by and advisor is that they fail to
ities. Five: Last of all it is a
understand
these.
the student body. Joan Miller,
The five purposes are: One; The history of the school and should
Wilma Bonham, Ann Sherman,
book
should be a record of the be somewhat of a reference book
and Diane Vaughn will comprise
school
year. This means it for future students.
Miss Tigerama's court.
Three principles serve
as Industrial management sophomore (not a physics or IE instructor) Monty Tucker, is shov
Delta Kappa Alpha fraternity should cover as completely as
guides for the ACP critics and as he will appear in this year's addition of Tigerama. Tucker will portray a hobo or "con
will present a skit entitled "Mr. possible facts and events.
Football, The Frank Howard Two: Its major function is as are applied to every phase of try bumpkin" in Friday night's edition of Tigerama, doing an act in which a drunk has
Show." This skit will give a brief a memory book of students, and the yearbook. These are: misfortune of finding a lady's handbag and let ting his curiosity take the best of him. (Tigej
(Continued on Page B-8)
photo by Jerry L. Stafford)
comedy glimpse of Coach How- , thus should include students as
Clemson chapter of Blue Key,
continuing in the tradition of the
past 10 years "to better the relations between Clemson and the
University of South Carolina," is
sponsoring, with CDA, the Blue
Key Dance to be held the night
of Solid Saturday.
This dance, which was previously held the night before Big
Thursday, was instigated by the
Blue Key chapters of the two
schools in hopes of eliminating
much of the vandalism on the two
campuses.
The officers of Clemson's Blue
Key have stated that this Saturday night dance is one way
by which Clemson students are
striving to strengthen the solidarity between schools and
furnish members of both Carolina and Clemson student
bodies a social function where
they can get to meet each other.
This first Solid Saturday dance

Faculty Lauds
Series Speaker
Outstanding

USC Student Body President
Views First Solid Saturday

Curtain Rises Tonight
For All-Student Show

You Threw The Wrong Butt Away!

Taps Yearbook Gets
Ail-American Rating
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"

EDITORIALS
Inauguration Of 'Solid Saturday' Requests Full
Participation From Student Body For Success
In the past much has been written
on how a Clemson Gentleman should not
act, or what behavior is unbecoming a
Clemson Man. Very little has been said
on what is expected of our students.
The following editorial, we hope, will
express the reasons for the positive as
well as negative behavior that is anticipated from the Clemson student body on
"Solid Saturday," Clemson-South Carolina weekend.
This is a first for this game. Finally
it has come to our campus, and it will be
our responsibility to do what has been
tried but without success in the past,
to promote a feeling of good will between Tiger and Gamecock fans. By
gaining a better relationship |between
the two schools, much of the ill-will and
antagonistic attitudes that have predominated in the past will die out.
A better relationship will not kill the
tradition of high spirits and strong rivalry that has prevailed in the past 57 meetings. Rather it is designed to destroy
and banish the destruction and violence
that have erupted at times in the past.
The acts of vandalism and the near riots
have been uncalled for and are not
necessary to make the game our State's
top football contest of the year.
As long as Clemson College and
U. S. C. exist, there will be no end to the
traditional ecstatic joy of the victor and
dark depression of the vanquished. This
will remain to continually incense the
rivalry that now exists.
Rivalry, clean jeering, and strong
support are expected and desired for
"Solid Saturday," but hatred and malicious vandalism are deterrent to the integrity of both institutions. Likewise
the cause for which the game was established, promotion of a better relationship between our schools, will definitely not be benefited by any undue

behavior of students from either campus. We, the present students, have the
biggest job in that we will set a precedent that should be followed in the
future.

Other student organizations which
have counterparts on the South Carolina
campus are asked to send a welcoming
delegation to the station. This will show
Carolina that true Southern hospitality
exists here on the Clemson campus. We
need not a few students to welcome this
special train but many.
This is a project all organizations
should feel obligated to do their part to
achieve the best possible results and
make the Clemson welcome to Carolina
students one that will not be soon forgotten by either school.
Our cheerleaders will play a big part
in keeping activities during the game
from getting too wild. Clemson and
Carolina cheerleaders are to protect
their equipment, not in the sense of chasing down abductors, but by safely guarding the flag, megaphones, etc. and thereby removing the possibility of theft.
The Tiger and Country Gentlemen
should not antagonize the Carolina fans
by picking chickens or wringing roosters' necks—acts which are cruel and unfair to the chicken or the rooster. They
had no voice in being selected as
U.S.C.'s mascot!

The
He Roars For

One Man's Opinion

Fn

S^tt BcLATVtPi

Last, week, the student government
of the schools met and discussed how a
more desirable relationship could be
gained. In the past, nothing but the Blue
Key dance has been done to promote
friendship between our student bodies.
At this meeting several resolutions were
accepted and should help to alleviate the
prevailing air of suspicion that surrounds both campuses.
In the meeting last week the subject
of alcoholic drink was discussed. Carolina students will be seated by their own
ushers and therefore will be subject to
their own regulations. This arrangement will submit U. S. C. to be supervised by their own people and not subject
them to our rules and regulations.
Whatever their standards may be
concerning alcohol, the Clemson student
will be accountable for his actions at this
game. Let not some of us take this as
a day to drown sorrows (we are going
to win) and make drunken spectacles of
themselves. This will present an obnoxious appearance and can only bring
discredit and disrespect to both the student and the institution he represents.
The Student Body Presidents will
exchange letters directed to the rival
school's students in an effort to explain
the feeling of their respective schools.
This should help us to understand the
ideas, plans, and suspicions of the U. S. C.
students. Also Angus McGregor will
present our views to their students.
These letters will be published by The
Tiger and The Gamecock with the letters from our own Student Body President directed to us, the members of the
student body.

Student Government To Further Good-Will
Student government will also try to
further the good-will attitude by providing a welcoming committee to greet the
special train that will bring some 500 to
800 Carolina students to Clemson. Signs
and Clemson students will route these
Gamecocks to the stadium and give any
aid they can to these visitors.

Friday, November 4, 1960

Along the line of cheerleading and
such, the administration has stated that
the Carolina cheerleaders will be provided a reliable and worthy loud
speaker system.
This is something
which is vital to the cheering section and
is only fair practice.
The individual student has as his
duty to be as friendly as possible. One
student can completely destroy everything that many students have worked
hard to achieve. Each of us must realize
that making the Carolina student welcome to our campus is an individual
responsibility. We must be as helpful
and as considerate as possible. If every
one of us would make it a rule to meet
and welcome just one Carolina student,
think of the tremendous possibilities and
the magnificent outcome of such a venture.
This great State of ours contains
many schools; but if only by numbers,
two schools emerge as leaders. ]Why
should we feud and build up an attitude
that prevails long after we graduate.
Let us at least be friends and build a
solid relationship that will foster better
cooperation through our State.
Clemson and Carolina students of today will decide many of our State's decisions in the future. Why can't we begin now to work together for a better relationship between Carolina and Clemson- as students today and as graduates
in the future.
Remember—Welcome Carolina Students on 'Solid Saturday."
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Let's Talk It Over

Numerous Beneficial Changes
Aid In Clemson's Expansion
By HERBERT ROWLAND
Tiger Associate Editor
another, can take what they
wish and no more. Incidentally, since the rear serving line
near eighth barracks cut out
seconds on desserts last Friday, those calorie cuts are
really hurting those of us who
aren't particularly beefy.
Also, the dining hall is doing
its part in enforcing prohibition by refusing to give students ice before ball games.
This is done on the pretense
that
"the machines won't
make enough ice by the time
the game is over to serve ice
with tea for tonight's meal."
(This is a statement made by
someone that is supposed to be
in charge back in the preparing room.)

Wishing to depart from the
ordinary practice of arousing
Democratic ire by revealing
some truths about their candidate, this writer relinquishes
his space to Mr. Bishop for the
purpose of letting him have
one last and
glorious fling at
the
Socialists,
or Democrats,
whichever term
he chooses to
use; they both
mean the same
thing nowadays!
Instead of the usual practice
of writing about all that is bad
on campus, let's take a change
in pace and look at a few of the
things that have changed for
We suggest that anyone who
the better, or at least improv- wishes to read of some favored.
able comments on our wonderStarting with the dining hall, fully efficient laundry, see the
one can see the impression Literary Supplement which is
that the cafeteria system has included in this issue.
made at a glance. No longer do
We would like to take this
we have to be up at the crack opportunity to commend the
of dawn unless we have early fraternities of our campus for
classes. Those who are lucky the excellent job done in concan leisurely eat until 8:15 if nection with Homecoming disthey so desire. Another point plays. Never has the campus
that is quite deserving of merit had such a large, fine group of
is the '"production line" itself. displays that vary from conThose on diets, or those who servative to liberal (the twoare too fat for one reason or party system).

This can be in no small way
credited to the existence on
campus for the first time of
seven social fraternities, each
vying with the other, on
friendly terms, for first place
in the judging of displays. We
also feel that members of these
groups will be cheering loud
and long for their football
team during this period of lagging school spirit due to losing three games in a row. This
should discount the theory that
frats kill school spirit.
Therefore, this writer says
to those who may be visiting
their alma mater for the first
time since social fraternities
were formed,
to visit the
houses which are open to the
public Saturday morning, and
meet some of the members.
Then you will see why fraternities are here to stay. They
are a vital part of the modern
Clemson; a part that will aspire to greater goals, and move
steadily ahead with the school.
We personally feel that without
fraternities
Clemson would
stay in a rut, but with them
it will move ahead to become a
model college (or university), a
school that more than ever we
will be proud to call our own.

Talk Of The Town

Misinterpretation Of Section
Sixteen Creates Discussion
Much discussion and controversy has been provoked by
what has been discovered to be
a gross misinterpretation of
Regulation Sixteen in College
Regulations pertaining to the
consumption of alcoholic beverages has been greatly misunderstood. The only part of
the regulation which is concerned with alcoholic beverages is the last sentence of the
second paragraph and it reads
as follows: "Drinking of alcoholic beverages at any function
held or sponsored by a studentorganization is prohibited both
on and off campus."
As the reader can clearly see,
nowhere in that sentence do
the words, groups of students,
appear, which means that the
main argument against Regulation Sixteen, that the administration is trying to control
the private social life of Clemson students, has no ground
whatsoever to stand upon.
It is the writer's opinion that
the administration has complete right to regulate against
alcoholic consumption at organization's social functions,
because these organizations offically represent Clemson in
whatever activity they might
be engaged, which means that
member's conduct, as they
participate in these activities,
can be held accountable to
Clemson College; therefore, it
is understandable that the administration prohibits the consumption of beverages which
possess the potential of causing
an individual to do something
that could bring discredit to
Clemson.
Another
misunderstanding
which has come from Regulation Sixteen is that the administration is undertaking a program of police action against

By ANGUS McGREGOR
Clemson students. This is most
untrue. The members of the
administration have no intention whatsoever of adopting the
role of a sleuth. All regulations
such as the infamous 16 are
made to protect the innocent,
not necessarily to punish the
offenders. By insuring the good
reputation which Clemson enjoys, the administration thus
protects the students who are
not directly involved in any act
which serves to lessen this reputation.
This writer thinks that one
of the most overlooked facts
about Clemson on the student's part is that Clemson
College does not exist in a
manner that is completely
oblivious to those who aren't
Clemson students. Rather, it
exists quite to the contraryright in full view of the public
eye. When ah institution becomes as renowned as Clemson
is, it places itself in a spot on
which public attention is-constantly focused.
This is one of the reasons for
such regulations as Regulation
Sixteen and need for concern
of students regarding their
conduct at all times, especially
whenever there are thousands
of guests on this campus,
which will be the case these
next two weekends. An awareness of students that others
are paying strict attention to
the actions of Clemson students should result in a sincere
effort to maintain acceptable
conduct at football games.
Some examples of acceptable
conduct would be a de-emphasis of profanity in the yells and
moderation in the consumption
of "spirits."
In a meeting with student
government officers and editor
of the school paper from Uni-

versity of South Carolina a few
days ago, student government
officers and the editor of The
Tiger formulated plans for the
promotion of harmonious relations between the student
bodies of the two schools on
the day of the Clemson-Carolina football game. The idea
around which the thinking of
all in attendance revolved was
that, in this new relationship
between the two schools, there
is an opportunity for students
of the schools to gain much
from each other by meeting
each other, not as rivals in
athletics, but as fellow students in South Carolina.
Along this same line, the
writer can't help but be amazed at the action which the
higher echelon takes sometimes. In a discussion at the
last
President's Committee
meeting about the extension of
Easter holidays, several members of the administration
practically said in unison, "no
class time can be sacrificed for
any matter." A few days later
the announcement was made
that classes will be suspended
on the day of the Carolina
game.
The writer also remembers
that last year two days were
dropped for a certain football
game. Could the members of
the administration meant to
have said, "the educational
process at Clemson is stopped
for nothing except football?"
A solution for extended Easter holidays—persuade an enterprising Chamber of Commerce to stage a Pre-Easter
Bowl and issue Clemson a bid.
To draw an analogy—Clemson—a beautiful, shiny academic apple with an athletic
worm beginning to eat away at
its core.

Two Party System Represents
Best Government For America
By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Feature Editor
Often people have told me I am biased in my
column; and say it as though I should not be. I am
biased; because I am merely presenting
my interpretations for your consideration.
During recent weeks, I have been
asked why I am a Republican and for
Nixon and Lodge. It is my intention to
answer this question, and I direct it at
those who might disagree with me on
principles.
I am primarily a South Carolinian! In South
Carolina, we have had the one-party system for much
too long. Corruption, graft and the abusing of those
not agreeing with the "political bosses" cannot exist
for any length of time in a two-party system. It is
simply logical that we would have better government
with both a Republican and Democratic Party.
South Carolina and the South will only gain
recognition politically if it must be wooed by both
parties. If you do not believe this, look at the present
campaign. Each party member or worker, whether he
be local, state, or national will have to get out and
work to get his party's candidate elected. We will no
longer be "in the bag."
The Democrats of South Carolina have said that
the South will lose its power in the Senate and House
Committees. This simply is not true in the present
election, even though I know of one Congressman
we could well do without.
Speaking of Congress, both parties have pledged
to limit debate in the Senate. Likewise, both candidates are integrationists, so we as segregationists must
eliminate both these issues in the present political campaign.
Looking at the platforms we can draw many conclusions. It has been said that platforms don't mean
much, but, likewise, it has been said that sixty percent
of all platforms are enacted into law. Believe whichever you wish, but we can draw some other conclusions from the platforms. They indicate who or what
group is in power in the party and who will be in
power in the future.
The Southern Democrats hold powerful positions
in Congress, but they do not use it to influence the
party leaders, and there is no indication that there is
any hope in the future. The minority report entered
at the convention was only a token protest presented
in the name of pleasing the people back home. "Fellers, ah got to hav somethin ta sho mah people back
home ah'm for'em." HA! So they gave us Lyndon
Johnson who has a more liberal voting record than
Jack Kennedy according to the ACA index.
The Republican platform is much more conservative than the Democratic platform and it indicates the
conservatives are gaining in influence in the Republican Party. They even ask for a reinforcement of the
rights of the states to govern their people and their
state.
The Republican platform points the way of the
future. The conservatives had no organization movement at the Republican convention, but I'll guarantee
you they will in 1964, because they now have a leader,
Barry Goldwater, to take the place of the now deceased leader, Robert Taft. This is one reason why I
am a Young Republican a future member of the conservative Republican Party.
On economic issues, I fail to see where the Democrats can live up to their pledges. Their statement that
they shall have a continuous economic growth of five
percent is not only highly improbable but illogical.
The Truman administration could not do it and the
Kennedy plan is but a continuation of that policy.
The Democrats say the tight money policy of the
Republicans has driven the small business man into
bankruptcy. That is an obvious falsehood, because
most of these people were hurt by poor management.
If a person fails to manage his business correctly, he
will obviously go bankrupt.
Foreign policy seems to be a touchy situation these
days and they will continue to be this way. I fail to
see where Kennedy's plan is best. His plans are good,
but not as good as Nixon's. In a news release Saturday, it was said that 6 out of 7 Latin American countries disagree with Kennedy's plan on Cuba.
We cannot afford to militarily intervene in Cuba,
and Castro, to the informed person, is losing ground
every day. I would not give you a plugged nickel for
his chance of being in office this time next year. If
you don't believe it, ask somebody from Cuba.
On labor ,Nixon has stated his stand, and that is
to a great extent a continuation of the Eisenhower
policy. Kennedy has introduced more bills to damage
the textile industry of South Carolina and the South
than any other man in Congress. He won in 1952 in
Massachusetts with the pledge to keep textiles from
moving South by promising "equalization through
unionization".
In other words, he would get rid of the right to
work law so unions could take over and when he got
rid of that he would put in FEPC so the employer
would not have the right to say which man he wanted
to employ. He also asked for a $1.25 minimum wage
law and increased coverage. The increased coverage,
if extended to farm labor, would bankrupt the farmers
of South Carolina within a year.
The Democrats still think they have the solution
to the farm problem. If ever there was anyone far off
base, the Democrats are. A man sitting behind a desk
in Washington cannot solve it. Only through the advice of a regional advisory committee, such as Mr.
Nixon has suggested, can the farm problem be solved,
because this committee would be composed of farmers. An economist and all his theories may be good,
but they do not always work out in practice.
If Kennedy stands for your beliefs, and you think
he has the solution to America's problems, vote for
him, but I, as a South Carolinian cannot. "America is
great, because she is good, and when she ceases to be
good, she will cease to be great." This is what I believe; this is why I am a Republican.
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The Presidential Race

PROFESSOR NUMBSKULL

Students Speak

CONDITION-RESPONSE, IS CONSTANT REPETITION
ONE MUST REPEAT CONTINUALLY IN ORDER
TO MAINTAIN PERFECTION

By REGGIE BRASINGTON
Tiger Feature Writer
Elections always stir interest; therefore, The Tiger,
wanting to know some factors which influence the
thinking of many Clemson students, asked this ques
tion: "In this presidential election which candidate
do you favor? What is your reason for doing so?"
I am against: (1) appeasement, (2) any further growth
of labor's influence in govern> ment, (3) any further control
by government over private enterprise, (4) Galbrath, Stevenson, Bowles, and the rest of
Kennedy's advisors, (5) extremism or ultra-liberalism,
(6) and Jack Kennedy.
Porter Adams, Jr., '64
For the last eight years the
Republicans have done nothing
to help improve the farm situation, nor have they taken decisive measures against Castro. I
regard these problems as two of
our worst. If elected, Kennedy
has promised to do all he can
to remedy the situation. The
Republicans
have had
their
chance. Now let's give the Democrats a chance!
. Fred G. Dobbins, Jr., '64
I strongly favor Nixon. Richard Nixon has had eight years
of experience in the executive
branch of our government. He
has been beside President Eisenhower when many of the important decisions concerning
the
welfare of the people of the United
States and Europe have been
made.
Mr. Kennedy has no such experience. Mr. Nixon is personally
known and respected by many
of the Heads of State. In
his
trips abroad as Vice-President,
Mr. Nixon has conducted himself
in such a manner, that every
American can be proud of him,
The Republican platform says
that we have progressed in the
last eight years but wc must
grow more. Russia in 1960 will
not produce as much as the
United States did in 1914. Does
this symbolize Russia surpassing us? Mr. Kennedy says it
does.

old age disability as Kennedy
suggests.
These are just a few of the
many reasons I favor Nixon and
not Kennedy. Let's not turn our
country into a Welfare State or
apologize to Mr. K.
vote
Nixon-Lodge.
George O'Kelley, '63
I strongly favor Mr. John F.
Kennedy because I think he has
the high ideals which it takes for
a man to be the appropriate representative of our country.
Mr. Kennedy has the honesty
to answer the questions which
are put before him in an affirmative manner instead of avoiding
a straight and direct answer to
the question as is so characteristic of Mr. Nixon.
In regards to the religious issue, Mr. Kennedy has said that
he would not let his religious affiliation affect any of his decisions. Mr. Kennedy believes that
religion and the affairs of state
should be kept apart. He said
that when he thought in his own
mind that he was letting his
church influence his decisions he
would resign. Even if he didn't
resign, the Congress has the power to impeach him. So why the
big stew over his religion?
In view of his stand on the latest integration incident as well
as his views on the shaky foreign matters, I have no doubt
but
that the
Kennedy-Johnson ticket is the key to the nations prosperity for the next four
years.
Sitton Allison, '62
I favor Richard Nixon
because his platform and campaign have been the least offensive to me. Nixon has shown
himself to be the more mature
and conservative of the two;
Kennedy has shown himself to
be somewhat rjimature, twofaced, and sensitive to pressure
groups. The Democratic smear
campaign which has been waged here has alienated me from
any affection for this party and
its candidate.
Bill Rampey, '61

Our forefathers designed what,
I believe, is the most perfect system of governing existing in the
world today. It is a capitalistic
system of free enterprises. In
this system, a man can privately start, own, and run the business of his choice.
How can a man under this system be forced to hire and pay In the years of crisis ahead we
employees he doesn't want? The need a man whose policies are
F.E.P.C. Kennedy suggests will sound, not just wild spending programs with a hope that everything
do just that.
will work out for the good. The
In the United States, men can Presidency is a place for a man
join any organization of their with experience, and not a posichoice. A man can go to church, tion for on-the-job-training. I fabut he is not compelled to go vor Nixon.
John Walker, '63
to Church. How then can we
compel him to join a labor
In the 1960 Presidential elecunion in order to work. Repeal
the right to work laws as Ken- tion I am for the Kennedy-Johnnedy suggests and that's just son ticket.
My reasons for favoring John
what will happen. It happened
in New Jersey.
F. Kennedy are that he is an
honest, straight-forward man. One
By the time you and I are 65 thing I like about him is that he
years old, the mass of us won't does not avoid issues and quesbe able to collect half the mon- tions asked about certain issues
ey that's been placed in social like the other candate does. He
security by ourselves and our em- gives his view points as he sees
ployees for us. I've been paying them and how he would handle
social security since I was about them as the president should.
14 years old.
I believe that Mr. Kennedy
If I had put that money in the would be the best man for the
bank instead of Social Security, intergration problem we
have
by the time I retire I'd have in the South. Another problem
twice as much to spend in my which I believe he will be able
eld age. With this in mind I'm to help and correct is the farm
certainly not going to increase situation. All in all, I would say
this margin by adding more for that Mr. Kennedy is the best
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By Warnie
1 QUESTION?!!

(SINCE THIS IS THE THIRD TIME X HAVE
REPEATED THIS COURSE. T WAS WONDER IN6
WHY I HAVEN'T PASSED LLU I

IT

man for the American people and
I believe that on November 8,
the
American
people
will
put their man, Mr. Kennedy, in
office as the next President of
the United States.
Jim Hull, '61
As of today I am undecided
on my choice. I think the big
question is the one of National
Security. The Republicans have
expressed "Maximum safety at
minimum cost" and the Democrats have expressed a desire
for spending any amount to
keep us ahead. I will probably
decide on Kennedy because I
think that one has to pay for
anything good, especially freedom and security.
Ronald Roberson, '63

^

Student Government Veep Discusses Clemson
*******************

Personality Profile

Although I am eligible to vote
for the President of our great
country, I do not plan to vote at
all because I feel that neither
candidate is capuble or qualified
to hold the most important office
in the United States.
H. Harold Carter, '63
I favor Nixon and Lodge as
candidates for President and
Vice-President because I feel
that both men have had more
experience in dealing with the
leaders of foreign countries in
helping to keep the world at
peace than the other two men
who are also running for the offices. Experience is the most
necessary qualification for the
men who are to be the next
President and Vice-President of
the United States.
W. Frank McAulay, Jr., '62

Democratic, because I think
Kennedy and Johnson and the other outstanding leaders of the Democratic Party can provide the
leadership to make the United
States again the world's most
respected leader and military
power, so that the many new and
underdeveloped nations of the
world will turn again to the UnitBOB LAWRENCE
ed States of America for leadership and guidance and not to Russia or China; Kennedy, in my
opinion has the best Economic
policy for the growth and development of America.
He is not content with the United States standing still, but
The band is versatile and can
By BRUCE EVANS
wants America to push forward
play with any number from five
into New Frontiers. I believe the
Tiger Special Writer
American people on November New look and new sound; these to sixteen pieces.
8th will give their hand and their words best describe the Junga- The Jungaleers Quartet, which
heart to our next President— leers for this year, especailly with proved a great success at Spring
John R. Vaughn, Jr., '61 the addition
of Miss
Marilyn Sounds and at Junior Follies last
Cochran of Anderson as vocalist. year, is expected to begin perI favor Nixon. I beliewe that
Marilyn is familiar to those who forming again by January first at
the only democratic thing to do
attended Junior Follies last year, the latest. Although two members
is to vote Republican. Senator
as she appeared in the "Three of the quartet were lost, substituJohn F. Kennedy is, beyond any
Freshmen"
act from Furman tions have been made, and the
doubt, the biggest Socialist in
group is progressing nicely. EmUniversity.
this country, and these United
This year Marilyn attends An- erson Byrd, featured first tenor
States—being based on Democratic ideas and ideals do not derson College; where she sings in with the quartet, is also featured
ping stones to Communism. the College Choir and the Sextet. as soloist for the band.
The United States das founded She was formerly a member of Leading the Jungaleers is Henso that every man would be the Debutones, a popular vocal ry R. Savage, chemical enginering major from Greenville. Busi
equal. Would Jack Kennedy, group from Anderson.
'Carolina's Finest College Or- ness manager is Thomas C. Lavwhose father is a multi-millionaire, look upon the com- chestra,' after a most successful ender, industrial management
year just past, plans an equally major from Greenville. Members
mon man as his equal?
Would Jack Kennedy be very successful season this year. En- include Alex McCormack, Ken
interested In the common man? gagements are planned in the Shephard and Ralph King, trumThese questions will not be an- Carolinas and Georgia, featuring pets; Ed Davis, Doug Smith and
swered until Kennedy, if elected a full complement of three trum- William
Cannon,
trombones;
is in the White House, but it pets, three trombones, six saxes, Bruce Evans, Tommy Lavender,
stands to reason a man trying piano, bass, drums and vocalist.
(Costinued on Page B-5)
to buy the office of presidency
of the United States with greenbacks will be for big business
and big money instead of the
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
common man who is the backbone of this nation.
Hardware - Sporting Goods
Thomas M. Rice, '63
"Serving This Section Since 1885"
(Continued on Page B-8)

Jungaleers Feature New Look, New
Sound, Vocalist Marilyn Cochran

By BOBBY FERRELL
Tiger Feature Writer
Bob Lawrence, Vice-President
of the StudentBody, chose Clemson over other schools as a result of a visit to Clemson. He
was impressed by the friendly atmosphere and appreciated it even
more after attending summer
school, after his junior year, in
another school. He feels that at
Clemson one progresses academically while he learns people.
Bob hails from Brevard, N. C,
is majoring in ceramic engineering and has shown his leadership
capabilities by being elected vicechairman of the Southern Universities Student Government Association. He is also a member of
the State Student Legislature, Tiger Brotherhood, Blue Key, the
American Ceramic Society and
after graduating from Clemson,
he plans to be a technical salesman in ceramics.
Speaking as a member of the
Traffic Committee Bob had this
to say, "Though day student parking is a never ending problem,
the committee has been studying
it and with the addition of seventeen parking places in front of
Olin Hall the problem has been
alleviated somewhat. Also, plans
have been discussed as to whether Freshmen can bring cars up
the weekend before Christmas
holidays.
Bob states, "From what I gather, many Juniors and Seniors,
who supposedly have unlimited
cuts, have been limited to less
than six cuts. The "cut situation"
is left up to the professors but apparently this is not working according to plan."
Bob also speaks out on the new
term "Solid Saturday," which has
to do with the Clemson-Carolina
game. "We would like to promote
a greater feeling of solidarity between the two schools. We hope
that Clemson students, as True
Country Gentlemen, will make
Carolina fans welcome at the
game and try to relieve some
of the "cold feelings" between
the schools without destroying the
rivalry."
Speaking again as a member of
student government, he said that
they are keeping a scrapbook of
accomplishment during the year.
They are also planning to rewrite
the constitution. Student Assem-

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

bly will be doing this in the very in the ceramics department, they
near future.
have such a system now, but
He also stated that Student gov- he did not know if the other
ernment is planning a radio prodepartments in the school had
gram in conjunction with student
assembly to keep the student in- such. He also believed such a
formed.
system should be confined to the
When asked about the Laundry, department, Decause it would cut
Bob had these words of explana- down on the paper work and it
tion, "Under the old system the would be much more efficient.
laundry was losing money and When asked what was the most
the state appropriations-law states important thought in his mind,
that the budget of these various after his four years at Clemson,
services shall neither lose money he made the following statements,
or make a profit.
Without "Clemson is now in what might
raising student fees, the old sys- be called a transition state.
tem could not operate. It was When the college changed from
felt, due to the inequities that the military institution it was, it
some students complained of, that evolved to its present state and
the present plan was consider- has changed the Clemson man's
ed."
way of life, through social fra"Other college plans were stud- ternities, a new system of eating,
ied and the present plan was the' 'and several new buildings.
one finally adopted after care"He believed that freshman as
ful consideration of the student well as sophomores should
be
and the situation of the laundry. particularly careful when parActually the rates presently
ticipating in extra auricular accharged by the laundry are cheap- tivities. They should not be in
er than commercial rates. It too many organizations and those
might also be pointed out that they do join, they should try to
very few laundries operate their be an active participant. There
own laundry."
is entirely too much apathy in
When asked about an evalua- the general attitude of organizational system made by the stu- tions on campus today. This is a
dents of the professors, he had goal for the freshman of this years
these comments. He said that class to correct."

On Campus Mocgholrnan
(Author of "I Was a Teen-age Dwarf," "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis," etc.)

THE PARTY WEEKEND: ITS CAUSE
AND CURE
With the season of party weekends almost upon us, my mail of
late has been flooded with queries from young inmates of women's
colleges wishing to know how one conducts one's self when one
has invited a young gentleman for a weekend, so let us today
take up this burning issue.
Well, my dear girls, the first thing to remember is that your
young gentleman is far from home and frightened. Put him at
his ease. You might, for instance, surprise him by having his
mother sitting in a rocker on the station platform when he gets
off the train.
Next, what kind of corsage should you send your young gentleman? Well, my beloved maidens, orchids are always acceptable.
So, indeed, are phlox and delphinium. In fact, most any flora
will serve. Do try, however, to avoid carnivorous plants.
If you find, my esteemed fillies, that your local florist has run
out of stock, do not be dismayed. Make a corsage out of paper.
But pick good, stiff, durable paper—twenty dollar bills, for
example.
Remember at all times, my fond wenches, to show your young
gentleman courtesy and consideration. Open doors for him,
walk on the traffic side of the path, assist him to the punch bowl,
zip his parka, light his Mariboros. (What, you ask, if he doesn't
smoke Mariboros? Ridiculous, my precious nymphs! Of course,
he smokes Mariboros! Don't you? Don't I? Doesn't everybody
who knows a hawk from a handsaw? What other cigarette
gives you such a lot to like? Such easy-drawing filtration? Such
unfiltered taste? Such soft pack or flip-top box? No other, my
sweet minxes, no other. Marlboro stands alone, and any man
worthy of you, my estimable damsels, is bound to be a Marlboro
man.)

A DELIGHTFUL COFFEE SHOP WITH
FOUNTAIN SERVICE

• Air Conditioning

* Electric Heat Pump
Dial CAnal 5-8627

ANDERSON, S. C.

Thanks For Your Patronage ...

Southerner Hotel Court

Tiger Tavern
Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 A. M. to 12 P. M.

<g§) and d&
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

# FOUNTAIN SERVICE
Open Late After Dances

James P. Trowbridge, Jr., Mgr.

# SANDWICHES

# NEWSSTAND

Telephone CAnal 4-3443

Ponder's Ice Cream Co.
130 W. Earle

"Distributor of Bordens"
Dial CAnal 4-1741
Anderson, S. C.

The t'dt
refreshment

If you will follow the simple instructions stated above, my
good lasses, you will find that you have turned your young
gentleman into a fast and fervent admirer. There is nothing
quite like a party weekend to promote romance. I am in mind
of a party weekend some years ago at Miss Pomf ritt's Seminary
for well-born females in West Linotype, Ohio. Serafina Sigafoos,
a sophomore at this institution, majoring in napkin folding, sent
an invitation to a young man named Fafnir Valve, a junior at
the Joyce Kilmer School of Forestry, majoring in sap and boles.
Serafina had been ape for Fafnir since high school, but Fafnir
preferred a girl named Gelia Fleshwound, the high school drum
majorette who once threw a baton so high she impaled a southbound mallard.
Anyhow, Serafina sent an invitation to Fafnir, and he came,
and she showered him with kindness and cuff links, and then
he went away, and Serafina sat anxiously by the mailbox,
wondering whether she would ever hear from him again. Sure
enough, two weeks later she got a letter: "Dear Serafina, Can
you let me have fifty bucks? Yours, Fafnir."
Whimpering with ecstasy, she ran to the bank and withdrew
the money and mailed it to him. From then on, she got the
same request every week, and as a result, she became very well
acquainted with Ralph T. Involute, teller of the West Linotype
Bank and Trust Co., and their friendship ripened into love, and
today they are happily married and live in Stamen, Oregon,
where Ralph is in the extruded molasses game and Serafina
is a hydrant.
) I960 Max Shulm»n

Under Appointment
Prom Pepsi-Cola, New York

Terry Bottling Co.
Anderson - Greenwood

Every weekend is a party weekend with Mariboros—or Marlboro's unfiltered companion cigarette—mild, flavorful Philip
Morris. Try the newest Philip Morris—the sensational kiny
size Commander. Have a Commander—welcome aboard!
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Tigs-Tarheels Clash In Homecoming Tilt
In 1901

Indians Hold Tigs
To 122 to 0 Score
By SAMMY GRIGGS
Tiger Sports Writer
In the years 1900-1904 Clemson
had some of its best football seasons and became known as a!
powerhouse under Coach John W.!
Heisman,
the man
who first j
brought football fame to Clemson |
College.
By FRED CRAFT
The 1902 Clemson Tigers were!
Tiger Sports Writer
fee first Clemson team to go;
Duke University is on the top
through the season undefeated.
of the heap in the Atlantic Coast
Clemson went through that season:
Conference as the 1960 campaign
■with six victories and no defeats j
reaches the halfway point. Duke
and scored 135 points to their ophas only a 34-6 loss to Michigan
ponents 18 points. That was one to mar their record. The Blue
of the great Clemson teams. Al- Devils have beaten South Caromost as good was the 1901 team. lina, Maryland, N. C. State,
They finished with three victories, and Clemson. Last weekend the
one defeat, and one tie, but scor- Blue Dukes eased by Georgia Tech
ed 206 points against their opposi- at Durham 6-0.
tion.
This week the Blue Devils en-

ACC Action Finds
Duke Tops Heap,
N. (. Slate Second

One victory that made the
biggest impression was the 1220 walloping of an undermanned
and outclassed Guilford team.
That score still stands as the
worst beating ever administered
by a Clemson team.
On October 5, 1901, the Guilford
Indians from
North
Carolina
came to Clemson in a futile attempt to upset the Tigers. Clemson's morale was up and the Tigers were eager for the kill after
tying a powerful Tennessee team
6-6 the week before.
From the opening kickoff on
Guilford's
chances were nil.
Guilford received but fumbled
on the kickoff and King, one of
the Tigers, fell on the ball behind the goal for the first touchdown. Guilford later had to punt
and W. C. Forsythe made a
beautiful 70-yard run to score
again.
It was the same story all afternoon. Clemson's backfield ran
wild throughout the game and
Guilford couldn't move against
the hard-charging Tiger forward
wall. During the 30 minutes of
play, Clemson averaged a touchdown for every one minute and
26 seconds, and a gain of 30 yards
for every play. Halfbacks Buster
Hunter and Carl Douthet each
scored 3
times on
long runs
through the middle of the Indian
line.
Guilford only held the ball
about 6 times during the game
and each time either couldn't
move it or fumbled.
When at last the dust had
settled, Clemson had rung up
122 points to none for Guilford.
The war-weary Guilford Indians
almost had to be carried back
to their home grounds.
This game marked the first and
only game against Guilford College and who wonders. The score
rang up that day will probably
stand up for a long time as the
most ever scored by a Clemson
team.

Halloween Party Is
First Social Of I. M.
Industrial Management Auxiliary had as its first social of the
year a Halloween party.
The
party was held in the Y Cabin
which was decorated with black
8nd orange crepe paper streamers.
Since there was no electricity
in the cabin, the cabin was lighted with candles and a jack-olantem. After a supper of weiners
and marshmallows the group
played bingo.
Given as prizes were "white
elephants" brought from home by
the members. A total of 43 members, professors and their respective families were presest for the
occasion.

Clemson Theatre
COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone OL 4-2011

Fri. & Sat.
Nov. 4 & 5
//

Death Valley Decorated
With Beautiful Sponsors

Grab That Pigskin

Hell Bent For
Leather"

tertain
unbeaten and untied
N8vy, ranked in the top three in
the country. A win by the Blue
Dukes would assure them of postseason bowl bid.
The Wolfpack of N. C. State
lost a heartbreaker to U.C.L.A.
last Saturday night 7-0. The
Wolfpack had one touchdown
pass called back and with nine
seconds left in the first half,
State had first and ten on the
12 yard line. They tried to call
time out to stop the clock, but
for some reason or another the
referee ignored their pleas.
N. C. State's only other loss
was a 17-13 defeat at the hands
of Duke. State has beaten V.P.I.,
North Carolina, Virginia, Maryland, and previously unbeaten
Mississippi Southern. The Wolfpack travel to Winston Salem this
week to tackle the Demon Deacons of Wake Forest.
The Terrapins of Maryland
hold down third place in the
ACC race. Maryland has lost
only to Texas, Duke, and N. C.
State, all national powers, while
tripping up the Tigers 19-17,
West Virginia, Wake Forest,
and South Carolina. Maryland
plays Penn State this week in
what should be a real close contest.
Clemson holds down the fourth
spot with a 2-2 conference mark
and 3-3 record overall. Vanderbilt surprised the Tigers last
week 22-20 in Nashville. The Bengals started out the season strong,
whipping Wake Forest, Virginia
Tech, and Virginia in succession.
Clemson next lost a 19-17 game
with Maryland and seemed to fall
apart. After Maryland they dropped two games with Duke and
Vandy. The Tigers look to get
back on the winning path this
weekend as they entertain the
Tar Heels of North Carolina.
Wake Forest is tied with
Clemson for number four with
a 2-2 conference record and a
2-4 overall record. Wake got off
to a bad start by dropping their
first three games with Clemson, Florida State, and Virginia
Tech before beating North Carolina.
The Demon Deacons then lost
to Maryland 14-13 but bounced
back last Saturday to push the
Virginia Cavaliers deeper into the
depths of despair 28-20. The Norman Snead-Roman Gabriel hook
up this week should be a honey.
South Carolina has managed to
beat only North Carolina, while
losing to Duke, Miami, Georgia,
and Maryland. The Gamecocks
travel to Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Saturday to play the L.S.U. Tigers in a sectional clash.
North Carolina and Virginia
share the conference cellar with
identical 0-3 marks. North Carolina has beaten only a weak Notre
Dame team 12-7, while losing to
South
Carolina, Wake Forest,
N. C. State, and Miami. The Tar
Heels invade Tigertown tomorrow after a 27-14 setback at the
hands of Tennessee.
Virginia has really had it
tough this year. They have a
24 game losing streak going for
them. The Cavaliers haven't
played bad ball but have lost
to William and Mary, V.M.I.,
V.P.I., Clemson, N. C. State,
and Wake Forest.
Virginia
should win its first game this
week as they play highly rated
Open Date University.

Eddie Beck, two sophomores.
At halfback, U.N.C. has five
By FRED CRAFT
tackles; Calvin West and Dave The Tar Heels also have exTiger Sports Writer
North Carolina and Clemson Lynn at guards and Ron Andreo cellent reserve strength in Moyer Smith and Milam Wall.
battle it out tomorrow in "Death at center.
Valley" in an important ACC conFullback Bob Elliott is expectLowndes Shingler will start at
test, at least the Tigers and Tar quarterback, with Mack Mathews ed to start against the Tigers toHeels think so. It will be "Home- and Harry Pavilack at halfback. morrow with Joe Davies and
coming" in Tigertown and both Starting fullback will probably be George
Knox alternating with
U.N.C. and Clemson will try to Bill McGuirt, but Ron Scrudato Elliott. All in all the Tar Heels
salvage some of the remainder will see a lot of action in the have a strong backfield and will
of the 1960 campaign.
depend heavily on passes against
North Carolina Hit.
North Carolina has had several returning lettermen with Skip Clemson.
tough breaks this season and they Clement and Gib Carson the
The Clemson Tigers have lost
will be looking for their second expected starters. They are j two of the three games they
win of the year Saturday. The backed up by high school All- | have lost by two points and
Tar Heels have beaten only weak Americans Jimmy Addison and |
(Continued on Page A-5)
Notre Dame, while dropping five
games.
North Carolina opened with
neighbors N. C. State and were
beaten by a field goal 3-0. The
Miami Hurricanes blew over
the Tar Heels 29-12, but the
600 On Your Dial
next week North Carolina beat
NOVEMBER
4 - NOVEMBER 11
Notre Dame 12-7, to mark the
SATURDAY
SUNDAY
MONDAY
FRIDAY
first time in twelve games the
Sunday Caval:<W
Tar Heels have come out viccade
torious over the
"Fighting
Songtime
10:00
Irish."
The Demon Deacons of Wake 10:30
The New
Sound
Forest whipped U.N.C. next, and
Seranade In
then the Gamecocks of South 11:00
Blue
Carolina finally managed to hold 11:15
Sunday Cavalonto the ball long enough to
cade
News
sneak out a 21-6 victory. Time 2:00
and again the Roosters used a
2:05
Sunday Cavalsimple quarterback sneak to gain
cade
huge amounts of yardage. One
Allegro
sneak was converted into a 30
5:00 Jive At Five
Jive At Five
Allegro
yard touchdown run.
The Tennessee Volunteers came 5:30 Records At
Records At
Allegro
from behind to hand the Tar
Random
Random
Heels their fifth loss of the year. 6:00 Records At
Records At
Reserved, For
Random
Random
You
The Vols made use of long scorAt
Records At
ing plays, including an 85 yard 6:15 Records
Random
Random
punt return and a 43 yard interRecords At
Jazz - New
News
Records At
This photo demonstrates the fast, exciting play of intramural football. Combining skill and cepted pass.
Random
Orleans Style
Random
talent, touch ball is one of the most popular of the intramural sports, both to watch and to
7:05 Records At
Jazz - New
Twilight Time Records At
The men from Chapel Hfll are
Random
Orleans Style
Random
play. (Tiger Photo by Alex McCormack)
coached by Jim Hickey, who
7:30 Records At
Night Train
Twilight Time Records At
succeeded the late Jim Tatum,
Random
Random
7:55 News
Night Train
Twilight Time News
who died just before the opening of the 1959 season. Coach
8:00 Concert Hall
Night Train
Twilight Time Concert Hall
Hickey has 22 returning lettermen, including seven of the
3:00 All Kinds of ' Steve Lawrence Manhattan
Guest Star
Music
Show
Melodies
men who started the 50-0 rout
9:15 Stardust
Night Train
Evergreens
Stardust
over Duke in the last game last
year.
Night Train
News
North Carolina has five returnFreshman Jimmy Wynn of Ben- dropped to 14 as league races ED5 forfeit winner over Fl; and
11:05 Nightbeat
ing
lettermen
at
end,
including
Night
Train
Nightbeat
Nightbeat
nettsville, just finished with fresh- began to shape up as one, two, A6 New 12, 8th Barracks West, Mike Greenday, John Schroeder,
or three team affairs. Following 7.
Sign Off
Nightbeat
and Jim Rice. One sophomore, 12:00 Nightbeat
man football, became a prime is a rundown of the various
With the ousting of F2, league John Runco, has been a pleasant
1:00 Sign Off
track candidate by lowering the leagues. In No. 1 Delta Kappa
Sign Off
Sign Off
8 now has only 6 teams too. E3 surprise and is expected to see
intramural 100 yard dash record Alpha and Chester County re- paces the league with 3 wins, the a lot of action against Clemson.
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
to 10.2 seconds. He decisively mained tied for first place by last being the forfeit win over
At tackle the Tar Heels are
5:00 Jive At Five
Jive At Five
Jive At Five
Same As
scoring
25-0
and
12-0
wins
over
C7.
B8's
forfeit
win
over
F2
was
a little weak, although they
whipped Vic Borrero, last year's]
5:30 Records At
Records At
Records At
Friday Above
F3
and
8th
Barracks.
Both
have
Random
Random
Random
their second win against no loss- have four lettermen.
John
champion and 8 other partici-1 won three games.
/ :55 News
News
News
jes. Dillon County scored a 25-0 Studa, Ralph Steele, John Hegpants to win the first gold medal
8:00 Concert Hall
Concert Hall
Concert Hall
E5 defeated C6
12-7 in the | win over ED Frosh to remain in arty, and Ben Gallagher have
9:00 Radio
of the night last Monday.
Stars For
Highway
other League 1 game. Abbeville contention. D5 was the "bye" a host of fine sophomores, inMoscow
Defense
Reports
Later he claimed a second med- County is the sole occupant of team last week.
cluding high school All-Ameri9:15 Stardust
Stardust
Stardust
al by winning the 20 yard dash first place in league 2. They concan
Tony
Hennessey,
fighting
11:00
News
News
News
Notes: there were 126 games
in the respectable time of 23.1 quered DF6, 18-6. E4 won over
11:05 Nightbeat
Nightbeat
Nightbeat
scheduled in the beginning and for first team positions.
seconds. The record for this is C5, 6-0 and CSRA defeated Phi
The guards are strong led by 1:00 Sign Off
Sign Off
Sign Off
60 have been played plus the 8
21.9 seconds established by Ty Kappa Delta in a Montana playforfeits leaving 58 to play as of Co-Captain Frank Riggs, along
dine, former baseballer now un- off in other games.
with Fred Mueller and Jim LeMonday noon. . . .The F4 News
der contract to the Cleveland InCompte. Here again the Tar
THE SHINING TOWER
ED4 appears to have a strong with 131 points in 3 games are Heels will have to depend on
dians.
challenge in league 3 from the highest scoring team, Abbe- sophomores.
6 A. M. — 12 P. M.
There were not as many in Charleston County. The County ville County is second with 80
* FULL MEALS
* CHARCOAL STEAKS
Center is
North Carolina's
* SANDWICHES
* CURB SERVICE
this year's meet but the compeboys whipped A6, 13-0 for their and Chester County third with strongest position in the line. Cotition was keen in several events. third victory while ED4 scored 73.
• REAL PIT BAR-B-Q
Captain Rip Hawkins, a strong
Jerry Linton and Eddie Leland
a convincing 42-14 win over 4th
CLEMSON HIGHWAY
-:ANDERSON, S. C.
contender for All-American this
waged a hot battle for the high Barracks. The other game saw
season and an All-A.C.C. choice
jump championship, Linton havD2 forfeit to Delta Kappa Alpha.
last year, has this position sewed
ing to break the record at 5 ft.
up. Gary Truver is making his
The F4 News of Razor Jackson
9 in. to edge the determined
bid this year and should be
apparently are the class of league
Gaston Gage, Dean of the U.N.C.'s top center next year.
Leland.
4. They won 69-0 over ED6 last Textile School, attended a meet
At quarterback Ray Farris is
William Brown set a new 440 Thursday night in the first night ing of the National Council for the only returning letterman. Farrecord of 57.8 sec in winning that game of the year. Other league Textile Education in Spartanburg, ris was sensational last year and
event. Benny Cox in the broad 4 action was postponed because Oct. 23, 24 and 25.
so far this season he has been
jump and Aiken in the shot of the Fred Waring Concert.
The organization is composed of impressive in defeat. He is being
were content to win and let the Kappa Sigma Nu, 2-0 over F5, leaders of all the textile schools pressed by sophomore
Ward
and Newman Club, 6-0 over C8, in the United States. Deering Marslender, an excellent runner
records stand.
Research Corporation and passer. Another sophomore,
Carusoe, however, set a new are tied for first place in league Milliken
mark in the discus with a heave 5 with identical 3-0 records. D6 and the Deering Milliken Service John Flourney is also expected
of 115 ft. 1 in. William Law claim- won over 8th Barracks Basement Corporation were joint hosts for to see some action against the
Tigers.
ed first place in the 880 with a 7-0 in other league 5 play. Sigma the group.
time of 2:21.1 seconds. It appears Kappa Epsilon's 13-0 win over
that track has more appeal in F4 gave them a 3-0 record. One
the spring and henceforth will be Team, 7th Barracks East suffered their first loss, to B6, 18-0.
a springtime activity.
Barnwell County is tied with these
Touch football passed the half- two for second place after tri17" OR 21" — FOR SALE OR RENT
way mark of its schedule head- umphing 21-0 over E6.
ing toward its finest year ever.
Union County and EDS are
This was evident by the in$10 Down and $10 a Month
the only teams with a chance
creasingly closer number
of
to win in league 7. They have
games and improved caliber of
3-0 records, with a date this
play. Yet there were also 4
Wednesday afternoon,
while
forfeits making a total of 8 thus
far in three weeks of play and other teams have lost two or
104 College Avenue
Phone OL 4-5118
more. Last week's results in
one team, F2, was dropped from
league
7
were
Union
15,
D4
12;
play when they forfeited for the

WSBF Program Schedule

Intramural Track Meet Has Poor
Response; Touch Standings Listed

Dean Gage Attends
National Council

USED TV'S

MARTIN RADIO SERVICE

second time.
Forfeit winners were Delta
Kappa Alpha, E3, B8 and ED5. j
Guilty teams beside F2 were
D2, C7 and Fl.
The list

of

unbeaten

teams j

Cinemascope & Color

Fri. & Sat.
Late Show 10:30

ATTENTION

Bridgitte Bardor in

STUDENTS AND ALUMNI

"Come Dance
With Me'.//
in Eastman Color

Sun., Mon. & Tue.
Nov. 6, 7 & 8
Bing Crosby in

We have those special, handmade, genuine leather billfolds inscribed with
"Beat Carolina" at the amazing low
price of
ONLY

$2.98

PLUS FED. TAX

"High Time"

Clemson Drug Company

In Color

"Serving You Better — Saving You More"

Wed. & Thurs.
Nov. 9 & 10

Phone OL 4-5057

"Murder, Inc."

CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

DAN'S
Will Be Open
FRIDAY: From 9 A. M. Until
1:30 A. M. Saturday Morning
SATURDAY: From 7 A. M. Until
1:00 A. M. Sunday Morning

3-PIECE WOOL CONVERTIBLE
Knockout 3-piece outfit for every dress-up occasion!
Easy-fitting natural-shouldered jacket
with narrow lapels and handsome bark-bone buttons. Matching Post-Grad slacks fit slim, trim—
look terrific! And there's "double-take" styling
in the matching vest; it reverses to a lively Wool
Madras plaid. Softly tailored in fine, luxurious
aU wool; rich new shades.

$45

BOBS MEN'S SHOP
Greenville, S. C.
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Tigs Fight Back
Homecoming is upon us once again, and with it
comes many of the old grads with their tales of past
years and games. All of the old students will well
remember the homecoming game with Maryland last
year. It was a bitter 28-25 defeat for the Tigers, but
this did not by any means dampen the spirit and de
termination of the team. We finished the season as
ACC champions and later played in the first Bluebonnet Bowl. But this season things are looking gloomy
For the first time since 1953 the Bengal Eleven have
lost three consecutive games. Frank's boys have play
ed games which no one can be ashamed of. Sure we've
lost three, but the season is not over, and as long as
the team plays their best, then we the student body can
ask for nothing more. Here is a bit of inspiration
taken from the Anderson Independent:
This season finds Don Heilig, veteran Tiger quarterback, enThere's a time that's glad and a time that's blue.
tering his third varsity season. Don also excells in other
There's a time to plan and a time to do,
extra curricnlar activities in addition to holding down a good
There's a time to grin and to show your grit—
scholastic record.
But there never was a time to quit.
—Anonymous
After the homecoming game last year, Coach Me
Millan received a letter from Heyward H. McKinney
'39. This letter was turned over to the Tiger and due
to incorrect filing, it was not printed. However we
feel that since it was written about homecoming, this
Don Heilig had a versatile career in high school
issue of the paper would be proper for its publication.
The letter, which in the form of a poem, is not meant both as an athlete and a scholar. He played and letterto injure any person or persons. The article can be ed for four years in football, quarterbacking his Hendersonville, N. C, team to a second place in AA compefound on page 2 of the sports pages.
tition. They lost a heartbreaker, 12-7, in the state
Birds Make Error
finals.
He also excelled in basketball knows more about offensive
While looking over the "Chicken Wire Gazette"
as
a guard and in baseball as a football than any person I have
for last week, we noticed an article on the Clemsonsecond baseman, lettering for ever been around.
Carolina freshman game. The article was written
three years in each sport. In basHowever, I think college footon the basis of how their writer saw it, which unketball and in baseball his team ball is just like a business. The
placed fifth and third respec- weak and inefficient, just as in
doubtedly was biased. For the benefit of you
tively
in the state finals.
business, are soon eliminated."
"scandal sheet producers" (Chicken Wire Gazette),
Sports awards included AllCoach Howard has crowned Don
keep this in mind: The privilege of expressing your
State honors in both football with a nickname—"the Little Genopinion is limited to a featured column and not an
and basketball and All-State eral." When asked to explain this
article of fact. To even mention the gross errors in
Tournament honors in basketball. To top this off he was re- he said that he couldn't. Don
this article would take half a page. So instead of
ceived into the National Honor doesn't know why he got it since,
lowering ourselves to "Gamecock" level, we will
Society. This honor goes to the "I haven't been doing much genuse our pages for one purpose—The real facts.
very best high school scholars. eraling.'
Don has also made a name
After graduating Don prepped
Tarheels Could Be Tough
at the Manlius School for Boys in for himself in other parts of
Tomorrow afternoon the Tigers take on a deter- Syracuse, N. Y., as a prepara- college life. He served as a
mined but unsuccessful University of North Carolina. tion for West Point. Don decided representative of his freshman
The Tar Heels, led by quarterback Ray Farris, will be that a military career wasn't for class and has participated in
him and came home to enter intramural basketball and softlooking for their second victory of the 1960 season. The
Clemson.
ball, is a member of the Block
Heels only win came in the Natre Dame game, but the
While at Manlius he quarter- C Club, and is Treasurer of the
N. C. squad is not to be underrated. The game should backed them to a 7-1 season, losTiger Brotherhood, a service orprove to be a thriller with a possibility of some really ing only to the West Point plebes, ganization dedicated to the bet13-12. While at Manlius he also terment of student-faculty rela"razzle-dazzle" play.
starred in baseball and in basketball as a second baseman and a tions. He also is a member of
Devils Bowl Bound?
one of Clemson's social fraternguard respectively.
The Duke Blue Devils seem to have the ACC
ities, Delta Kappa Alpha.
When he came to Clemson he
well under control.. With the season past the half
quarterbacked behind Lowndes Of Clemson Don says: "At first
way mark Duke has conquered all of their conShingler in frosh ball. He made I found Clemson hard to adjust
ference opponents with the only loss being to a
the traveling team when a soph- to, but after a semester, I came
omore and has seen limited ac- to like it. You call it home and
strong Michigan team 34-6. This week the Devils
tion. He, along with many of the people seem more friendly. Footwill have a chance to prove themselves again the
seniors, has been to the Sugar ball has helped me in making
nationally-rated Navy team. This game, if success- Bowl and the Bluebonnet Bowl.
friends and the contacts made
ful, could very well put the Duke team in a post
In Don's estimation, "Coach while playing are very important.
season bowl. Good luck, Devils.
Frank Howard is an excellent "The fellowship that one gets
coach and organizer and all of among other players and the spirBirds Up Tree
the coaches know a lot about it of competition that arises
The following "funny story" was brought to our football. Coach Charlie Waller brings the teams very close.
attention this past week. It seems that a Tiger and a
gamecock met on a street corner one day. The gamecock said, "Look here Tiger, did you know it takes
twenty Tigers to whip one gamecock?" With a smile
of satisfaction the Tiger replied: "You're right game(Continued on Page A-6)

little General" Heilig
Works Hard For School

Clemson orer North Carolina
Syracuse orer Army
Penn State orer Maryland
Pittsburgh over Notre Dame
Iowa orer Minnesota
Kansas over Nebraska
Michigan over Illinois
Michigan State over Purdue
Alabama over Furman
Citadel over Wm. and Mary
Navy over Duke
Florida over Georgia
Georgia Tech over Tennessee
Kentucky over Vanderbilt
L.S.U. over Sooth Carolina
N. C. State over Wake Forest
Rice over Arkansas
Colorado over Missouri
Washington over S. California
Baylor over Texas

SNAVELY

WILLIMON

GUMULA

RISHER

C & C

PIGHEAO

Clemson
Army
Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Purdue
Alabama
Citadel
Navy
Georgia
Tennessee
Kentucky
L.S.U.
N. C State
Arkansas
Missouri
Washington
Texas

Clemson
Syracuse
Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Mich. State
Alabama
Citadel
Duke
Georgia
Ga. Tecii
. Kentucky
L.S.U.
N. C State
Rice
Missouri
Southern Cal.
Baylor

Clemson
Syracuse
Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Mich. State
Alabama
Citadel
Navy
Florida
Ga. Tech
Kentucky
L.S.U.
N. C State
Rice
Missouri
Washington
Baylor

Clemson
Syracuse
Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Pnrdne
Alabama
Citadel
Navy
Georgia
Ga. Tech
Kentucky
L.S.U.
N. C State
Arkansas
Colorado
Southern Cal.
Texas

Clemson
Syracuse
Penn. State
Pittsburgh
Iowa
Kansas
Illinois
Purdue
Alabama
Citadel
Navy
Georgia
Tennessee
Kentucky
L.S.U.
N. C State
Rice
Missouri
Southern Cal.
Baylor

N. Carolina
Syracuse
Maryland
Notre Dam*
Minnesota
Nebraska
Illinois
Mich. State
Furman
Wm. & Mary
Duke
Florida
Tennessee
Vanderbilt
S. Carolina
Wake Forest
Arkansas
Colorado
Southern Cal.
Texas

Coach Sees Exciting Season
Next spring, Clemson baseball
fans who like to see a lot of
hitting and run scoring will not
be disappointed. With the conclusion of fall practice on the 25th
of October, Coach Wilhelm was
asked to expound on the results
and prospects for next season.
"We are going to do a lot of
hitting" he said, "for if the fellows this fall nave proved nothing
else, they have shown me that
they can hit the ball. Our lineup will be loaded with good,
strong, hitters and there will be
on our bench some boys that
many another coach would like
to have for their hitting abilities.
Pitching and fielding are other
matters," he continued, "and,
of course, very important phases of this game of baseball.
And while I definitely think that
our hitting will be our strongest point, I have ample reason
to think our fielding and pitching will be improved. As for
pitching, seniors Jimmy Roller,
Dave Sprouse and Charlie Pasqualini will be back.
Roller and Sprouse saw little
action this fall due to arm troubles, but we know they can be
counted upon to win some games.
Pasqualini got in some good work
this fall and I definitely believe
he has the stuff to win. It is just
a matter of his learning to think
like a college pitcher.
The brightest spot on the pitching staff is sophomore right-hander Damon. Vincent. He could be
the boy to pitch us to the championship again.
Our infield defense will be
as good if not better than last
year. All will probably be sophomores until Patterson and Pavilack break in, so they are sure
to make some mistakes. But
the good throwing arms and the

fielding skills are there so they
will get better with every game.
There is no Cline in the outfield, but what team doesn't

lack a player of his ability. to it. He feels that an engineer
Still there are more than a half can hit that ball."
dozen candidates who don't look
Dave Lynn will be trying for
bad, and as stated before they higher recognition than his 3rd
team AU-American selection last
year. Need anymore be said
about catching.
Wilhelm frowned somewhat as
he said, "If there is one thing
we're sure to be short on, it is
team speed. Most of the fellows
Entering Clemson in Feb. of are average runners at best and
1958, Ed concentrated on his stud- aren't going to get much faster.
ies. When Fall rolled around Ed We are sure going to work hard
began his college football career. to try to become a good baserunning team."
That year he helped the frosh
But as the coach said and a*
to acquire a 3-2 record.
this writer has observed, some
In the following two years Ed of the boys hit the ball awfully
has played left end on the varsity hard.
team proving his caliber as a «ollege player. His biggest thrill was
TIGS-TARHEELS
(Continued from Page A-4)
to play in the Bluebonnet Bowl
of 1959. In this game Clemson have played their hearts out in
vanquished a strong TCU team. all three games. The Bengals
suffered a 22-20 setback at the
Regarding a pro ca-eer, Ed hands of Vanderbilt last weekhasn't given it much thought. He end.
would rather get a job as a It will be "Homecoming" toceramic engineer, his major field morrow afternoon and the Tigers
of study at Clemson. According are all set for North Carolina.
to Ed, "I am in the best engin- They should make the Tar Heels
eering course and really like it." their fourth victim of the year.
Originally enrolled as an EE, In the series with North CaroEd took a course in electrical en- lina, the Tigers have won four
gineering and decided it wasn't while losing four.
for him. A course in ceramics Clemson's probable starting
revealed for him the potentials of lineup will consist of Gary Barnceramics and caused his change es and Ed Bost at ends; Jimmy
(Continued on Page A-6)
King and Ronnie Osbourne at

Bost Expounds Upon Life,
Girls, And Fraternities
By DAVE GUMULA
Tiger Sports Writer
This year Ed Bost began his
second year as a Tiger end and
has once again proved his worth
to the team as being capable of
major college competition in football.
Having a love for all sports,
Ed demonstrated his abilities in
high school by winning eleven
letters in four different sports.
In football Ed played both end
and tackle. During his sophomore year he acquired his first
football letter. While a senior
on the Raleigh, N. C, team Ed
went to the Shrine Bowl in
Charlotte.
Ed also excelled in baseball.
Playing a combination of third
base and outfield, he lettered in
this sport as a freshman. While
playing summer baseball for the
American Legion, Ed's team went
to the Raleigh East State Championships but was disqualified.
After receiving his diploma Ed
joined the Navy. While serving
as a radarman he thought that
he would like electronics and decided to study electrical engineering at college.
Upon discharge from the
Navy he enrolled at Ga. Tech
as an electrical engineering
student. However, Coach Frank
Howard had Ed come up to
Clemson to visit and offered
him a football scholarship.
Thus, although he had not intended to play ball at Ga. Tech,
he came to Clemson with a
scholarship.

Pete's Drive-In
No. 5
Anderson, South Carolina

OlGlTl refreshes your taste
^air-softens''every puff

"A
Man's
Storea

For Oconee's Finest Food
_ A N D —

Fastest & Courteous Service

TIME DRIVE-IN

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA

Entering Seneca On Your Right

SENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone: TU 2-3002

VISIT OUR SODA FOUNTAIN

Extends a welcome to Clemson students,
faculty, and townspeople to shop Henry's
for quality merchandise for men
— At Reasonable Prices —
ARROW SHIRTS

Fresh Sandwiches, Milk Shakes
and Coffee
Stuffed Tigers - Pennants
Decals

DOBBS HATS
PORTAGE SHOES
ALLIGATOR TOPCOATS
STEADMAN UNDERWEAR
JANTZEN SWEATERS

Prescriptions Our Specialty ...
Registered Pharmacist On
Duty At All Times

ROCKINGHAM SUITS
JEFFERSON PANTS
WINGS SPORT SHIRTS

L C. MARTIN DRUG CO.
CLEMSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
Phone OL 4-2661 or OL 4-5172

"/#&£ a./bufic^ifs K^rc^^Of For the cool, fresh soft-

Shop HENRYS in Seneca
//

A Man's Storea

ness in Salem's smoke is the very essence of springtime. This
most refreshing cigarette of all is made even more so by
Salem's special High Porosity paper that "air-softens" the
smoke. You'll be delighted with Salem's springtime freshness
— its rich, tobacco taste. Smoke refreshed .. , smoke Salem!

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• modern filter, too
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Capable Johnnie Mac
Do You Remember--^ Leads Alternate Unit
Homecoming '59

TALLY FOR WE PICK 'EM

Johnnie Mac Goff

Snavely .
Stepp
Willimon
Gumula .
Craft
Risher
Pighead _

Sports Editor's Note: The following poem was received from Mr. Hej-ward H. MeKinney '39 after the homecoming same last year. Although some of his predictions
do not come true, they were the consensus at that time.

By DAVE GUMULA
In his junior football year he
Tiger Sports Writer
I played in the game against BosClemson is fortunate to have Mn College. On the last play of
an excess of good quarterbacks. | the game Johnnie Mac passed to
Capable and experienced Johnnie Tiger end Mathais for a 45-Yard
HOMECOMING DAY AT CLEMSON
Mac Goff is one of these players. to play.
They say that one named Casey, one let his backers down
I'll tell you friend 'twas nothing as happened at Tiger Town
This year he has entered his last
Again this season he completIt happened one November, the trees were almost bare
year as a football player and has ed a play that fans are still
Folk were all excited, football was in the air
continued to show his ability asj talking about. In the game with
The Tigers they were loaded, all stars from end to end
Wake Forest, Johnnie Mac threw
Their backfield was a powerhouse, you've never seen such men a fine quarterback.
There was White and Cline and "Pogo" and up front "Mama Hailing from Saluda, S. C. a pass to end Gary Barnes.
Lou"
Johnnie Mac excelled as a high Barnes ran all the way for a
And "Bullet Bill" and "Dragnet", Gad. Man what a crew.
school athlete. He played and let- touchdown, a total of 42 yards,
A truly awe inspiring team, among them were no 'fraiders'
tered for four years in both foot- just as the gun ended the game.
And if the first team weren't enough, there were also
ball and basketball. Guiding the This play added insult to injury
Shingler's "Raiders."
Some said they'd make the Sugra Bowl and others haid
Saluda high team as quarterback, against the Demon Deacons of
the Cotton
Johnnie Mac also was a stalwart Wake.
But all agreed not to make one, would sure indeed be rotten.
"Clemson has a fine staff of
They'd sailed along—won six lost one; and then, "Your pardon guard on the hardwood team.
One of the big moments of this coaches and I have learned a lot
Sir and Mam"
The lowly Terps from Maryland were to be the 'sacrificial athlete's high school career was of football since I came here.
lambs'
when he was a senior. That The coaches have the know-how
All the Alumni were invited in, "Come on and see the slaughyear his team had an 11-2-1 and really can apply and teach
ter"
Let's lay it on. run up the score; -;
.erps a Martyr. record and played tor the state it if the player will just listen.
championship, losing to an un- Any player can benefit greatly
And thousands came from all around, the tales they swapby their knowledge."
defeated Greenwood team.
ped were tall
Immediately upon graduating,
Clemson has been rising as a
Of all the things that they once did when they passed
Goff entered Clemson's summer ;eo;j;L: power in the last few
through those halls
"I remember" they would begin, and all the wives would school. A football scholarship i years and people really want to
winner, he decided to start, col come here. We have got a name
smile
lege with no summer layoff.
for ourselves."
They knew quite well the story was stretched a country
"Clemson is really a fi»e
As a freshman Johnnie Mac!
mile.
Then finally game time came around, the Tigers flexed their went to the Orange Bowl with the j school and I have enjoyed my
varsity. He scrimmaged against I stay here. I hate to leave. Just
muscles
Colorado but did not play in the] like the football team meets
Too bad the eager students said, this won't even be a tussle
The whistle blew the game began, the Tigers clawed and roared bowl as he was a freshman. He; lots of people and friends so
But would you believe it, before too long, the Terps it was that was taken along to make the trip | does any student. I think that
and practice passing. Like many! Clemson has made a man out of
scored.
The Terps had scored, how most absurd, "give them a loving seniors on the Tiger team, John-! me and I have learned to get
nie Mac played in the Sugar Bowl along with people. College has
cup"
The great "cats" growled and lashed their tails and soon they and the Bluebonnet Bowl but had helped me in lots of ways."
his greatest moments in other "The most I have gotten out of
tied it up
football is the people I have met
But the Terps came back and scored again "yeah Tigers don't games.
Haven't these fool Terrapins read of your rugged pass defense.'
The game wore on, the thousands screamed; the warriors
fought and bled
And finally with only minutes left the Tigers forged ahead
A mighty roar came from the crowd, that for miles around
did rumble
Tis said by some who ought to know that Clemson House
did tremble.
But then the pesky Terrapins, so indisposed to yield
Grabbed the ball and once again came roaring down the field
"Hold 'em Tiger, "Hold 'em" the chant came from the stands
But then another pass complete. Great Scott strike up the band.
But on and on the Terrapins came, like a million crawling
things
You stop them on the ground and then, the devilish things
take wings.
Again Terp Betty faded back, "look out he's going to pass"
His man was there, the Terp had scored, and this one was
the last.
The seconds passed, the whistle blew and friends that's all she
wrote
The mighty Tigers of Tigertown had they themselves been
smote.
The thousands sat all stunned and quiet, there were tio bells to
ring
The students wept, Alumni sniffed, "Oh Death Where Art Thy
Sting."
To the altar of "Death Valley' the lowly Terps were led
But when the dust had settled, it was the Tigers own death
bed.
There's no more talk of Big Bowls, Old Frank was mighty
blue.
A bid Sir to the Finger Bowl? That's fine Sir, that will do.
They say the Oak Trees bowed their heads from Old Riggs Hall
to Main
They say the clock on Tillman Hall will never read the same.
They say tombstones all turned "round on Cemetery Hill
The day"the Terrapins came to Town and Betty showed his skill.
Somewhere in this favored land the sun is shining bright
The band is playing somewhere, and somewhere hearts are
light;
And somewhere men are laughing =
s children
shout
But there is no joy in Tigertown, the vaunted Tigers have struck
out.

BOST EXPOUNDS
right size. Everyone has the
(Continued from Page A-5)
has really got to love his voca- chance to know everyone else.
tion to complete toe college! That's what really makes it
good."
i
course in engineering.
Along with many other playA word to freshmen from ;
ers, Ed thinks that Clemson
Ed: "Engineering is a pretty \
has the best end coach in the
word and everyone wants to be j
conference, Coach Jones. "He
one. However, one must really
is the finest man I have ever
want to be an engineer to stick
long enough to get a degree in met and does a great job. Not
only with the ends but with all
engineering."
the boys. He has helped lots of
"Any freshman that wants to boys around here and sems to
go into engineering and doesn't j
understand them really good."
know what branch to take should
"Clemson has the best coaching
visit the various departments. staff of the country and all toe
Talk to the professors, look over
players think the world of Head
the building, speak to students
Coach Frank Howard. The Tigers
and have questions ready. A few
couldn't have a winning team if
days of looking over the departthe players didn't like and rements is liable to change your
spect Howard and his staff.
mind and save you a lot of time.
"I hope that all Tiger supportBe careful and serious in your
ers continue their wonderful
approach, it's an important desupport. The team is sure to
cision."
pick up. They have played hard
Ed believes that Clemson is the and wholehearted. Support, as
finest engineering school in the has been the rule in the past,
South. "It has the best bunch of means a lot to us, win, lose, or
boys anywhere and is just toe draw."

Johnnie Mac Goff, one of Clemson's trio of fine quarterbacks,
enters his senior football season after bo-hunking last year's
season. His capabilities on the field have been proved in
past years and he is expected to be an important factor in
Clemson's season.

*******************
and the places I have been. One, math, a subject he really enjoys,
gets to meet so many different;He intends to teach math and
kinds of people that it is really i coach athletics as a career. Beworth it to play."
iing an Army ROTC student he
Johnnie Mac is an education' first intends to serve his duty as
major and is also majoring in a second lieutenant.

NEW SHIPMENT OF TIGERS
• New Shipment of Long-Sleeve Sport Shirts
• Leather Belts with Big Round Buckles

SLOAN'S MEN'S STORE

CHESTERFIELD, L&M and OASIS invite you to the

Clemson-So. Carolina
Game Contest!

TRAILING THE TIGER
(Continued from Page A-5)

cock; nineteen to shake him out of the tree and one to
kick him." So if those LSU Tigers can get the gamecocks out of the tree, we guarantee the Clemson Tigers
will do the kicking next week.

Pick up a pack and take a crack at experting the big game. If you are the only one to come up with the correct half-time and final
scores, the first prize jackpot is all yours. If there are ties, you share the money. The same applies to winners of the second and third
jackpots. Enter as often as you like... and to make it easy, use the backs of packs* as your entry blanks. So each time you finish a pack
... take a crack at the big money!
READ THESE EASY RULES..,

HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO Mr/iV...
Touch system or hunt-and-peck—
Results are perfect with

1. Predict the final score for each team.
2. Predict the half-time score for each team.
3. Use an empty pack* as your entry blank.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
Typewriter Paper
Whatever your typing
talents, you can rum out
neat, clean-looking work the
first time, with Eaton's
Corrisable Bond Paper.
Keason why: Corrisable has
a special surface—it erases
trithout a trace. Just the flick
of an ordinary pencil eraser
and typographical errors
disappear. No smears, no
smudges. Saves time, temper
and money!

1. On the coupon below or en the back of an empty wrapper or on a plain sheet
of paper, select the winner of the above game. Predict the float score and the
half-time score (predict ties if you wish). Each entry roust be accompanied by an
«-:-., ■;:: = •■■■-.i" :-■
" : = ;isc';3reries(:ra shgtekanddraan
copy of the lettering LSM, Chesterfield or Oasis as it appears on the face of
thtpackage). If entry is submitted on back of empty wrapper, be sore to isctode
name and address, printed dearly.
2. Mai entries to Liggett S Myers, at the address appearing in coupon below. All
-:- ::-.:-. :; ::::- = -•*: :. -':-';-. ftatfajs ;:.:;:; fete cf £>-= a-i
.;: :.-:-:-■ ■-; ::■:::::; :: :=-=. Erter as often as yon wont,
:.■ :;

.:-::-:::

:..\\: ; :.::

•..:=;

\: ;=:i

entry. Illegible entries wffl not be considered.
3-Prizes: FIRST PRIZE IACKPOT-$300; SECOND PRIZE JACKP0T-J150;
THIRD PRIZE JACXP0T-S50. Winning entries wffl be selected according to
Eta actnocj of the entry «■> Ike Wnn'i ■ Eta order i isted: (a) oter^

teaa; M BM ' -=' ;::-=. i-J. " i ';■:*:-•" ■ --?-;->• (:) Eke aoanej r>
c-=
i ■:-=. ; = : -- -= ■: m ton and ne kaH -2 <:::=. b Eta steal
ofties ss»s*contestants, re prize none] for each cf Ike three prize e*egc ;;
wffl be divided equally among contestants tied f or the respective prizes.

♦.This contest is under the supervision of the Brace. Richards Corporation,**
Mefcnoenl janging Wfii <■■ nhtir decisnas are BnaJ v.i t.-^rg m ■
contestants C' , :"= p: :e : = • ban y.
5. This contest is open to Bie college students and cortege facofty members of
the above competing colleges only. Employees and members of then families
of L ggeU i Ityers T:: = ::: Company ad is atari sag asm es m -.:'. -. 1: e
t: eater.
6. All entries become the property of the sponsor, and none wffl be returned.
■ asersa I be-:'.:>:':. -:-'. A ::-;'=:;' stefn aaetsis an laatetoaayoan
setting a stamped, self-addressed envelope to the address below.
7. This contest is subject to all Federal, state and local laws and negations
Casenang c;::e=ls a" (hen n": :,.

START SAVING PACKS NOW!
The more often you enter... the more chances you have to win.
Write dearly the final score and half-time score of the game to be played
12,1960 in boxes indicated:

HALF-TIME

FINAL
CLEMSON
SO. CAROLINA

(
(

)
)

(
(

)
)

Mail this entry to:
USSm I MYERS, P. 0. BOX 159. ICW YORK 4«, H.Y.
Attach an empty pack (or an acceptable substitute, see rules) of L&M,
Chesterfield or Oasis cigarettes with this entry.
MHE.

tF.LASE PRINT)

Conasable Is available in several weights —from onion*
skin to heavy bond. In handy 100 sheet packets and 500-

ACDRESS-

sheet ream boxes. A fine quality paper for ail your typed
ass :--»--.«. 0-.. Ea-.c- Bakes e-25.Ec e Cc-asa;-.

EATON'S CORRASABLE BOND
A Berkshire Typewriter Paper
'EATON PAPER CORPORATION {Ei PnTSFTELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Entriesmust be postmarked no later than midnight November 7,1960, and
received at the above P.O. Box in New York by midnight November 11,1960.

l&M has found the secret that
unlocks flavor In a fitter cigarette. (Pack or Box).
«.;;*- & Myen Tobocco Co.

r

86-35
84-37
79-42
78-42
73-48
71-50
50-71

CHESTERFIELD-Kow "AirSoftened", they satisfy even

more! (King or Regular).

OASIS-Most refreshing taste
of ail Just enough menthol...
just enough!
•or acceptable subsHfvf* [see rules).

Submit as many more entries as you want on the backs of
empty packs.* On each one print the team names and
scores with your name and address as shown above.

SPECIAL HOMECOMING
FEATURE EDITION

Tiger
//

He Roars For

Clemson College

Selection Presents Difficulty
Pictured throughout this special edition are
many of the candidates for Homecoming Queen,
supplied to The Tiger by clubs and organizations
about the campus. Also featured is the Clemson
Literary Guild.

CLEMSON COLLEGE, SOUTH CAROLINA, FRIDAY, NOV. 4, 1960

1960

HOMECOMING

1960
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!!BEAT NORTH CAROLINA!!
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Homecomings Seen Over Past Ten Years
the Tigers prepare to meet the
nation's number one team, the
Maryland Terrapins, guided by
Jim Tatum. Surprising everyone, the Tigers lead Maryland
into the second half of a thrilling game 12 to 6. But showing
the stuff that makes champions,
the Terps come back to win by
a score of 25 to 12. Charlie Bussey is Clemson's player of the
year.

Welcome back to Clemson! To
those of you who return to Clemson whether it be every year or
intermittently, we offer a history
of the past decade's homecoming
to show the changing face of
Clemson.
To those of you who miss the
bygone days and to those who
missed those days because they
were not here we offer to you
what we consider the "fabulous
fifties", which will be the founda- j
tion for the "golden years" of
Clemson.

Miss Molly Arial of Converse is
selected Queen of Homecoming
and Phi Eta Sigma wins the
Homecoming displays
award
which is a plaque to be handed
down each year, plus a permanent cup. We wonder what has become of this award in the few
years since it was first given?

1950
The year 1950 was another
great one in the history of Clemson. The dances for this year's
homecoming
festivities
was
known as The TIGER
Homecoming and featured the fabulous
Gene Krupa and Orchestra.

1956
Moving now into 1956. the Clemson that we know today becomes still more evident.

A banquet for the TIGER
staff followed an afternoon concert by Krupa in the College
Chapel. This TIGER oanquet
was held in the newly completed Clemson House which received quite a breaking in during the weekend.
An Agricultural Pair was held
throughout the entire weekend
which also saw Orange Bowl
bound Clemson trounce Duquesne
53 to 0. Only a tie with those
Gamecocks prevented a perfect
Sponsoring Junior "Y" Council
season for the Tigers. "Golden
Boy" Billy Hair was the stand- coming in 1952 after the two glor- ton College by a score of 13 to 0.
out of the year that climaxed with
ious years that had preceded it.
a 14 to 13 victory over Miami
1953
There was a dance, the Autumn
in the Orange Bowl.

Miss Claire Altman

A host of outstanding bands including Harry James, Charlie
Barnet and Charlie Spivak visited the Clemson campus that year,
but on that night of Nov. 4 when
Krupa played
'Bonaparte's Retreat" to end the Homecoming
festivities,
nobody wanted to
leave.

Ball, starring Elliot Lawrence,
but the Tigers were playing away
from home. Both the Friday night
formal and the Saturday night informal dances were held in the
gym as was customary. It is certain that the Saturday night hop
was the most enjoyable for the
Tigers took their game from Bos-

Lee Elgart played for the Saturday night dance and Jimmy
Sedlar Orchestra played and Miss
Judy Gay sang for the 1956 edition of the homecoming. Martha
Rae Williams was selected Homecoming Queen.

Miss Linda Crump
Sponsoring Phi Kappa Delta

Snapping back after the letdown of the year before, Buddy
Johnson is starred for the big
Homecoming Ball held on Nov.
20 and 21, 1953. The dances were
a big success despite a loss to
powerful Auburn of 19 to 45.

An informal concert Friday
afternoon at 4:30 by Johnson is
followed by a parade on Bowman field by the Cadets at 5:00,
then a formal dance that night
at the Field House. Saturday
is begun with an Agricultural
Fair that was threatening to
become a permanent part of
Homecoming. This is followed
by a band concert on Bowman
j Field.

Miss Gail Erskine
Sponsoring Kappa Mu Kappa

Miss Anita Johnson
Sponsoring Glee Club
1951

Greenville IPTAY
Gives Dance Friday

Moving on now to 1951, we find
Tex Beneke swinging it out for
the Homecoming Dances, known
this year as Autumn Ball. There
Greenville Chapter of Clemwere only four dances on the son Alumni-IPTAY is planning
agenda for this season, so all the a social and dance for Clemson
cadets made the most of this one. men and friends next Friday
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. at the
Saturday, Nov. 16 was a great
Greenville Memorial Auditorday known in Death Valley as
ium.
the Tigers of the hills thoroughThe highlight of the evening
ly ran over the Tigers from
Auburn by a 34 to 0 score and will be "Gator" Parr's famous
earned a berth in the Gator Gamecock burial as he again
will lay to rest the South CaroBowl on New Year's. Things
lina mascot a little less than
didn't go so good this time
though, for the Tigers came out 24 hours prior to the Clemsonon the short end of a 14 to 0 South Carolina game.
Reservations for the affair
score as Miami got revenge for
may be made through Cooper
the year before.
White, Jr., who can be contacted at Box 246, Greenville, The
1952
cost is $3.50 per couple and
There was very little to Home- $2.00 stag.

Miss Laurie Farr was select-;
ed Homecoming Queen in this, j
tbe last year of the Cadet Corps.!
Joel Wells was the standout player of the year for the Tigers. Little did many of the spectators
realize that as the cadets parad-1
ed on the field to salute the two
schools on that beautiful Home-j
coming Day, that this was the:
last time such a spectacle would!
be witnessed. But no one was
thinking of this on that day when

Tri Chi Plans
Corsage Sales
For Homecoming

Nance Is Chosen
Chairman Of Ag
Council For '61
Agriculturre Council of
Club
presidents recently elected Luke
Nance, agricultural engineering
major from Galivants Ferry,
chairman for this year.
Elected vice-president
was
Larry Snipes, agricultural economics major from Marion;
and chosen secretary-treasurer
was Rudy Bell, animal
husbandry major from Bowman.
Hugh Knight, vocational agricultural education major
from
Bowman, has been named reporter. Advisors for the year will be
Dale H. Handlin, assistant professor of animal husbandry, senior
advisor; and Dr. L. H. Davis,
junior advisor.
The Agrarian,
agricultural
magazine for Clemson, will again
be published this year, as decided upon by the members of
the Agricultural Council.
The Council invites anyone
interested in working on the
Agrarian staff to contact one of
the previously mentioned officers or the agricultural
club
presidents.
Agricultural CCP will meet on
Nov. 7, in meeting room 8 at
4 p. m.

Miss Nancy Rogerson

One of the highlights of the
festivities was the inspection of j
rooms by old grads. For the
first time the Senior Platoon
and Pershing Rifles drilled together at the game, and both
the Furman and Clemson Bands
performed at half-time in a
game that saw Clemson down
the Hurricane by a score of 27
to 6.

Then we have the game with
Auburn. It is interesting to note
j that the Cadets put on quite a
show with their card cheering j
section. This seems to be a fea- j
tare that could be brought back, j
Eloise McMeekin is selected
Homecoming Queen and reigns j
over the remaining festivities that
include an informal dance in the
gym that Saturday night. This is
a year of changes. Olin Hall is
nearing completion and plans are

The Tiger team rolled over VPI
with a score of 21-6 and went on
to play in the Orange Bowl and
won the ACC Championship. The
Sponsoring American Ceramic Society
Tigers went into the Homecoming
game ranked 13th in the nation
underway for our present dormi the cadets returned to their seats and VPI ranked 15th.
tories.
to entertain the spectators across
The TIGER launched an investhe field with card tricks.
1954
tigation of the Big Thursday
game ticket situation and
1955
The year 1954 saw Homecoming
brought about the removal of
being held on Nov. 5 and 6. It Into focus comes the Homecom- the abominable "yellow post"
was becoming more like the
problem at Clemson. This was
weekend we are accustomed to ing of today with the year 1955. also the 50th anniversary of
today. The dancers were held in Ralph Marierie is playing for
Other controversial
the new dining hall for the first both dances which draw record TIGER.
time, the Jungaleers providing crowds on both Nov. 11 and 12. issues brought up this year
the music for both the formal and
Spirit runs hiffh on campus as were the fraternity question
informal dances.

Miss Judie Phillips
Sponsoring Agricultural Economics Club

Tri Chi Sorority this weekend
will be selling Homecoming corsages before the Clemson North
Carolina football game. The girls
will be stationed at various
places around the campus as,
the loggia, YMCA, in front of
the stadium, Clemson House,
and other places.
The corsages will be the traditional yellow chrysanthemums
attractively decorated with ribbons in the Clemson colors.
They will be sold for $1.50
apiece.
During the past week Tri Chi
members have been working
hard on this project. Each member has had a quota of 80 bows
to wire together and many calloused fingers have resulted
from this!
Tri Chi President, Robin Maddox, urges students to support
the girls in this project. Part
of the money earned will be
used to start a scholarship
fund.

Miss Georgette Williamson
Sponsoring Clemson DeMolay
and the loss of Clemson property
due to the proposed Hartwell
Greenville Citizens Dam project.

Consider A.I.A. Plan
Clemson Student Chapter of the
American Institute of Architects
met recently. Two films, "What
is a House" and "What is Architecture" were shown. The films
invoked many comments from the
viewers and is expected that
more programs of a similar nature will be considered.
During the meeting, is was
brought to the attention of
the
members that the work done last
year by the fifth year students
toward redeveloping Greenville
has inspired the citizens of Greenville to consider redevelopment.
The AIA has asked the Greenville Council of Architects for assistance.

1957
The year 1957 rings bells to the
current seniors for they were lowly "rats". Many other new names
appeared on the Clemson campus,
that of Olin Foundation besides
giving Olin Hall, gave us Earle
Hall.
It was
also announced at
Homecoming that Clemson was
to get a new Structural Sciences
Building, which is today the
most modern and beautiful on
campus. The modern designs of
this building represent the
progressive ideas of a growing
college.
The first Tigerama, a gala student production, added to an at

Miss Patsy Godwin

Miss Susan Bowie

Miss Peggy Moses

Miss Margaret Thompson

Sponsoring Delta Kappa Alpha

Sponsoring Tiger Brotherhood

Sponsoring Arnold Air Society

Sponsoring The TIGER
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Offer Colorful History To Clemson College
ready evently weekend. Miss Diane Autin was the first Miss Tigerama, and the Tiger Band appeared with striking new uniforms. Stan Kenton and Paul Snyder played for the homecoming
dance, Miss Phyllis O'Dell was
the homecoming queen. The Tiger team, with a thrill-packed
fourth quarter, romped over
Maryland 26-7. This was the first
time Clemson had beaten Maryland.

1959
Now to last year's story arid
the gloom that hung over Tiger
Town after a defeat by Maryland
of 28-25. Appearing in the dance
section of the Homecoming issue
of the Tiger was a pictorial feature that won the award of being
the best pictorial feature of any
paper in South Carolina.
Miss Dale Newton, now Mrs.
Alec McCleod, who are both students at Clemson today, was named the Homecoming Queen.

This year was the awakening of
the change that was taking place
at Clemson. Thus, Clemson made
a beginning of its second era of
glory.

Playing for the dance was Tommy Dorsey Orchestra starring
Warren Covington. Also Mr. P. B.
Holtzendorff, after 43 years of
service and by far one of the most
familiar faces to Clemson Gentlemen through the years, was given
a surprise banquet on Nov. 10.
He retired from active service as
general secretary that year.

Clemson lost one of its dearest
friends and hardest workers- when
Dr. R. F. Poole, a past president of Clemson, died in June of
1957.
1958

We have now given you the history of homecoming for the past
decade. We hope that you will be
a part of this event in the future and will continue to feel that
you want to revisit your second
home at least once every year to
think and talk over some of the
best years of your life.

We now move to 1958 and a
year familiar to many of us.
Ralph Marterie played for both
dances which were informal, and
a Tiger team defeated the Wake
Forest Deacons 14-12. It was this
year that Smedley (a counterpart
of Oscar) died and with him died
a tradition which goes back further than this history.

Miss Anne Sherman
Sponsoring Phi Psi

It was this year that our president, Dr. Edwards took the reins
of Clemson.

Miss Diane Taff
Sponsoring Beta Tau Sigma

Note: This article was in part
taken from a story written by
Fred Bishop and Herbert Rowland.

^

Miss Patricia Lewis
Sponsoring ASME

Miss Barbara Foote

Miss Shirley Wilson

Miss Brenda McMakin

Miss Kay Winesett

Sponsoring Newman Club

Sponsoring American Society of Civil Engineers

Sponsoring Kappa Delta Chi

Sponsoring ATA

Miss Ginger Huff

Miss Sondra Scott

Miss Carol Herring

Sponsoring Tiger Band

Sponsoring WSBF

Sponsoring Nu Epsilon

Miss Harriett Spears

Miss Jane McLaurin

Miss Frances Jones

Miss Jane Cullum

Sponsoring Forestry Club

Sponsoring Kappa Delta Kappa

Sponsoring Sigma Kappa Epsilon

Sponsoring Sigma Alpha Zeta

.:-■-,

■.
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Miss Sylvia Wasson
Sponsoring SAM
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CDA Endeavors To Bring Top Dances
Editor's Note: The following
story was written by CDA members!
As you read this article, you
are probably planning on or at
least thinking of attending
the
Homecoming dances featuring
Clyde McPhatter and the Drifters
and Richard Maltby. Who makes
these dances possible? Who are
the twenty-four boys that are seen
at each dance wearing ribbons
on their coat lapels?

which the old and new Senior
staffs nominate students from
the Junior and Senior classes.
Any Junior or Senior is eligible. The two staffs then elect
sixteen boys from the nominations to be the new Junior Staff.
The old Senior Staff elects
eight of the sixteen Junior Staff
members to serve as the new
Senior Staff.

To The Clemson Student Body

CDA Sponsors For Homecoming Weekend

Mr. and Mrs. Francis Marion Little
request the honour of your presence
at the marriage of their daughter
Shirley June
to
Mr. Richard Crump Armstrong
Saturday, the nineteenth of November
at four-thirty o'clock
First Baptist Church
Abbeville, South Carolina
and to the
Reception
immediately following the ceremony
Church Social Hall

The CDA represents a healthy
cross section of the student body.
For instance the 1960 CDA staff
is composed of married students,
veterans, fraternity men, non-fraternity men, and members of every major school in Clemson College.

Both of these questions can be
answered by referring to an organization known as the Central
Dance Association. The next question which arises is a pertinent
one. What is the Central Dance
Association? In order to give this
The 1960 Central Dance Assoquestion just treatment, it is ne- ciation is still the same organicessary to give the history of this zation that it was in 1930. The
organization.
past thirty years have been charUp to the year 1930 the Clem- acterized by men organizations
son College dances were spon- changing their sense of values and
sored by different organizations purposes, but CDA has not and
and clubs on the campus. Some will not change its prime objecof these organizations were: the tive-that of serving to the best
Senior Dancing Club, the Junior of its ability each student on the
Dancing Club, the Block C Clemson College campus.
Club, the Taps, and once a
The CDA assumes all responyear one of the ladies' organi- sibility at all dances, does all the
zations on the campus spon- work, furnishes a band, decorates
sored a dance..
the Dining Hall, places girls, adOnly one dance per month was vertises and does everything necallowed which caused continual essary to make the dance a succonflict between the various clubs cess.
as to which one would sponsor In return the CDA asks only
the next dance. Then too, they one thing-the support of the studid not have the financial back- dent body-for twenty four meming to put on a successful dance; bers cannot possibly put on *
consequently many of them were dance by themselves. They plan
failures both financially
and and do the work, but it is up to
socially.
you, the students, to make the Sponsors for Central Dance Association for the Homecoming
weekend will be top row, left to right: Miss Katherine WilEveryone felt the need for some dance a success.
central organization to sponsor The dances are given for the liams, Converse College, for Dick Harvin, President; Miss
all of the dances; so upon the de- student body, and it is up to Jean Garvin, University of South Carolina, for Jerry Fuller,
cision of the President and other you to give your support and co- Vice President; Miss Edna Durant, Coker College, Ken
members of the faculty,
the operation, for without this co- Powell Secretary-Treasurer; Mrs. Jane Boney, Clemson,
Central Dance Association was operation the CDA cannot exist.
sury and all bills are paid through can only ask the students to go
organized, and it is this associathe
Office of Student Affairs by to someone who knows and find
The
Central
Dance
Association that is in operation today.
use
of the voucher system. This out the facts for themselves.
It is appropriate at this point tion is endeavoring to give the
to describe the internal struc- students of Clemson dances they money can only be drawn out There are those who questure of the Central Dance Asso- can enjoy and be proud of at through the proper channels name- tion the practice of having CDA
as the only organization which
ciation. CDA is composed of a the lowest possible prices, and ly the above mentioned office.
Senior Staff consisting of eight once and for all put an end to
These points are being brought can hold student body dances. If
members and a Junior Staff con- the numerous rumors concern- out in an effort to gain the con- this rule were changed, Clemson
ing its management.
sisting of sixteen members.
fidence of the students and to would find itself in the same sitassure them that they are not be- uation that prompted centralizaDURING THE school year the The entire Dance Association ing robbed or swindled as so tion of authority 30 years ago.
Senior Staff is continually observ- is under the direct supervision many foolishly believe.
The question then arises why
ing the students at Clemson in of the Office of Student Affairs.
order to single out industrious All bills and other financial mat- It is the hope of CDA that these not transfer this central authority
students who are interested in ters are handled in this office. truths will stop all the wild tales to some other organization comthe social aspects of college life. The total receipts of each dance that seem to be prevalent among parable to CDA. The only basis
A meeting is held in May in are deposited in the College Trea- some students. If it doesn't CDA for making such a change would

Margaret Thompson

for John Boney, Placing Chairman; Miss Eleanor Goodlett,
Greenville, for Johnny Sims, Publicity Chairman; Miss Carol
Lee, Columbia College, for George Johnson, Floor Chairman; Miss Pat Piarce, Converse College, for Alwyn Brown,
Decorations Chairman; and Miss Anne Sligh, Columbia College, for Rhett Sanders, Alternus.
be that CDA is not doing a good
job. The students themselvs have
to decide this for CDA belongs
to the students each on of them.

second semester dances.
The
effort was rewarded by only one
student. There were eight ballots
turned in out of a possible four
thousand. This seems to indicate
that students care little whether
dances are improved or not, but
yet some are quick to criticise.

In conclusion, CDA invites any
student to question any member of the organizaton at any
time about anything they do not
understand. Anyone who wishThe Central Dance Association
es may offer his criticism or challenges the student body of
opinions as to how the dances Clemson College to take an incould be improved.
terest in CDA and its purpose
CDA put a ballot in the Tiger which can have no other result,
at the beginning of the year in but build a better sound environorder that the students could ex- ment at Clemson for ourselves
press an opinion on the bands for and our posterity.

(Continued from Page A-l)
rette for the Clemson College Tiger Band. She is also serving as
reporter for Omicron sorority this
year.
Another member of the Miss
Tigerama court is Anne Sherman of Clemson. Anne, a sophomore, is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Sherman. Her
major field is English. She is
currently serving her second
year as a Clemson varsity cheerleader and is vice-president of
Omicron sorority.
Anne graduated from D. W.
Daniel High School in 1959. She
held the position of cheerleader
for three years and was elected
president of the Block "D" club
and the Latin Club during her
high school years.
Diane Vaughn, chemical engineering freshman from Baltimore,
Md., was also named to the court
of Miss Tigerama. The daughter
of Mrs. Thelma E. Morgan, she
is a 1960 graduate of Western
High School in Baltimore.
While in high school, Diane
was a member of the Choir, the
Literary Club, Anthology and the
advertising staff of the yearbook.
Since entering Clemson, she has
become a member of the Lutheran Student Association.
Expresses Thanks
The five girls elected to the
Miss Tigerama court were unanimous in agreeing that each "was
thrilled to death" by her selection. Each of them also expressed her appreciation and thanks
to the student body for choosing

her to this position.
In making their appearance at
Tigerama tonight, the court will
be escorted by members of the
Executive Committee of the student body, passing through an
honor guard formed by the Pershing Rifles.
Dave Moorhead, president of
the freshman class, will escort
Diane; Anne will be accompanied by Tim Timmerman, president of the sophomore class;
and president of the junior
class, John Timmerman, will
escort Wilma.
Accompanying Joan, the first
runner-up, will be Ken Powell,
president of the senior class. Miss
Tigerama 1960 will be escorted
by the vice-president of the student body, Bob Lawrence; and
the president of the student body
will escort Miss Tigerama 1959.
The retiring Miss Tigerama
was a Clemson coed during the
1958-59 and 1959-60 school years.
During her two years here, Nancy was a varsity cheerleader; a
member of Wesley Foundation;
on news staff of The Tiger, and
is a charter member of Omicron
sorority.
Buzzy Elliott, chairman
of
Elections Committee and also
chairman of the Miss Tigerama
committee, announced that 850
students voted in the Miss Tigerama election. This, he said, is
approximately 21 per cent of the
total enrollment of Clemson College — a poor turnout for a student body election.

Seven Seniors Are Sponsored For Homecoming
Retiring Tigs Play
Last Homecoming
Game With UNC

Mrs. Lowndes Shingler
Sponsoring Lowndes Shingler

Seven Clemson Seniors will be
sponsored tomorrow when the
Tigers take on a determined
University of North Carolina.
Leading the Tiger seniors will
be co-captains Lowndnes Shingler and Dave Lynn. Shingler will
take the role as offensive quarterback on all Tiger teams and
Lynn will anchor down a tough
Tiger forward wall.
On the other side will be end
Sam Anderson and guard Dave
Olson. Anderson scored his first
collegiate touchdown last week
and has been one of the strongest ends in the ACC over the
past two years. Olson has been
a stalward in the Tiger lineup
for all three years only missing
games when injured.
End Emil Zager, has been a
good reserve specialist over the
past year and will probably be
called upon much this season.
Rounding out the senior list will
be quarterbacks Johnny Mac
Goff and Don Heilig. Both have
proved themselves worthy and
have often come through in the
clutch. Goff may very probably
be one of the most accurate
passers for Clemson in years.

Football Sponsors
Featured By Tiger
For Homecoming

Mrs. Dave Lynn
Sponsoring Dave Lynn

Featured below by The Tiger
I for the first time in many years
are sponsors for seniors on this
years football team. This year
seven seniors and their dates [
will be announced at the Homecoming game against North Carolina.
Also, they will be featured in I ]
the program being published for I
the game. It is hoped to make
this tradition in Tiger in following years.
Players and their sponsors are
as follows: Mrs. Lowndes Shingler for Lowndes Shingler, Mrs.
Dave Lynn for Dave Lynn, Miss
Pricilla Word for Dave Olson,
Miss Diane Austin for Sam Anderson, Mrs. Emil Zager for Emil
Zager, Miss Bates Taylor for
Johnny Mac Goff and Miss Sue
Razzano for Don Heilig.
Also featured in this issue of
Tiger are the sponsors for clubs
and organizations around the
campus. All of these pictures,
totaling 37 in all, can be found
on pages two, three and four B.

Miss Pricilla Word
Sponsoring Dave Olson

%

Miss Diane Austin

Miss Bates Taylor

Mrs. Emil Zager

Miss Sue Razzano

Sponsoring Sam Anderson

Sponsoring Johnny Mac Goff

Sponsoring Emil Zager

Sponsoring Don Heilig
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'Crime And Punishment'
Views Man's Conscience

Miss Tommie Edwards

Miss Linda Driggers

Sponsoring Kappa Sigma Nu

Sponsoring Numeral Society

HOMECOMING Junior Class
(Continued from Page A-l)
Lawrence, Stan Keaton, Buddy Invites Students
Johnson, as well as Clemson's
To Eat Saturday
Jungaleers.

McPhatter Plays

By popular student demand a
national recording Rock and
Roll band has been asked to
perform this year. Clyde McPhatter was starred for several
consecutive years by Irvin Field
in "The Biggest Rock and Roll
Show of the year".
On speaking of Richard Maltby's appearance here
several
years ago, C. Richey, then secretary of CDA, commented," . .
we've never had more compliments on a band since I've been
associated with the Central Dance
Association."

REPUBLICAN

(Continued from Page A-l)
lican. I feel that Dixie is no longer in the Democratic bag."
Zip Grant, president of
the
Young Democrats Club, said, "The
straw ballot, unfortunately, followed the trend which developed
at the start of the school year toward the Republican Party and
Dick Nixon.

Junior Class President, John
Timmerman, on behalf of the
Class of 1962, wishes to extend to
each student and his date a cordial invitation to eat with the Junior Class before and after the
Clemson-UNC football game.

Fried chicken or bar-be-qued
pork dinners will be on sale between the tennis courts and the
Field House on Williamson Road
from 11:00 a.m. until gametime
and immediately after the game
until everyone has been served.
Price for the complete meal is
$1.25 per plate. All proceeds go
to the Junior Class.
Similar dinners will be sponsored by the Class of 1962 before
the South Carolina football game.

Roger Milliken
Speaks To YRC

Representatives from several
neighboring textile establishments,
Roger Milliken, Member of National Republican Platform Committee, and students attended the
third Young Republican Club assembly Monday as a prelude to
"I believe, however, that the the straw vote held this week.
Democrats have gained substan- Addressing over 100 Nixontial ground since then as indicat- Lodge supporters, Milliken ated by the. relative closness of tacked Kennedy, stating the
Democratic nominee's relation
the vote.
ship with Walter Reuther.
"The Young Republicans are to He pointed out the fact that
be congratulated on their victory there is little difference in the
aims of management and labor,
in this straw vote, but, not try- adding that both should operate
ing to sound like "sour grapes," under free enterprise.
I feel definitely 'that this was no
Mr. Kennedy says so much
Indication of how the national about Old Age benefits yet he
election will turn out."
is as member of the Senate
sub-committee concerned with
this subject since 1958 and has
sot attended one single meeting.

For Your
HOMECOMING
f

WEEK END NEEDS
Suits
Sports Coats
Slacks
Sports Shirts
Sweaters

1

CLEMSON - SENECA

Milliken also added that Kennedy is. a member of a sub-committee concerned with national defense and has not attended a single meeting there either.
Industrialists from Jansen, Saco-Lowel, Utica-Mohawk as well
as members of the textile department on campus were present
to hear Milliken speak. Attaway:
Anderson Republican committee
chairman, also attended.
Over 50 Clemson students traveled down to Columbia yesterday by motorcade to hear VicePresident Nixon address Columbians.
The Republican Presidential
candidate's speech was highlighted by the gigantic, five-story
high balloon used in Mike Todd's
"Around the World in 80 Days/
and Rosalind. Russell, broadway
and movie star.
Commenting on the Republican
Party after the meeting, the president of the YRC stated that the
conclusion Republican Platform
sums up the cause of America.
"We offer toil and sweat, to
ward off blood and tears. We advocate an immovable resistance
against every Communist aggression. We argue for a military
might commensurate with our universal tasks. We end by declaring our faith in the Republic
and in its people, and in the
deathless principles of right from
which it draws its moral force."

HOT SH0PPE DINER
501 North Main Street
ANDERSON, S. C.

Good Food - Good Service
Plenty Of Parking Area
WALTER DORN, Owner
Telephone 5-9348

Here and There

...By S. GRAY GARWOOD
. . .Tiger Feature Writer
Does God exist or not? Dostovsky attacks this question from
a relatively new viewpoint
in
that he intends to prove that God
is an active element in man's
conscience. To supply, an answer to this question Dostoevsky
creates two completely opposite
characters in his book CRIME
AND PUNISHMENT.
TO INSTIGATE this
powerful contrast between these characters, Raskolnikov and Sonia,
Dostoevsky uses different methods of introduction. We meet Raskolnikov at the beginning of the
novel. He is described as being
morose, gloomy, proud, and
haughty. His whole person
is shrouded in murky darkness
by Dostoevsky's description of
his way of life. Sonia is introduced by the indirect method. This
is effectively done and serves to
set the mood for her character.
"She is a gentle creature with
a soft voice — fair hair and
such a pale, thin little face." She
is quietly brought into the story
— remains vaguely in the backSponsoring Blue Key
ground for some time —then
slowly goes forth to capture the
spotlight of the heroine.
IN RASKOLNIKOV we
find
satanic pride; powerful self-assertion; and the belief that he can
overstep conventions,
destroy
Graduation exercises for seniors graduating at the life, and set himself up as a manend of first semester will be revived next January ac- god that is supreme over all.
To contrast this overbearing and
cording to Ken Powell, president of the senior class.
egotistic character Dostoevsky
Mid-year graduating ceremonies
creates Sonia. We find abject
will be held in the College audi- tion will be of the cardboard humility instead of satanic pride;
torium at 3 p.m. Jan. 28, 1961. French fold type, which ie the on- complete submission instead of
During the past five years grad- ly type available. They will go on self-assertion; and the deep beuating seniors at mid-year mere- sale in three weeks.
lief in God instead of the belief
ly received diplomas without an Candidates for graduation in in over stepping conventions, deofficial ceremony.
January, 1961, are reminded to stroying life, and supremacy ovK. N. Vickery, Registrar, decid- pay for their diplomas by today. er all.
ed to hold graduation exercises in A diploma will be ordered only if SONIA represents the senseless,
January after he was approached the candidate makes the proper unnecessary yet unavoidable inby several students concerning it. payment and returns the diploma justice meted out by life. She is
The exercises will be a close card to the Registrar's Office.
forced to become a prostitute to
facsimile to the June graduation. Seniors are urged by Ken Pow- support her family. Her father is
A distinguished guest will deliver ell to participate in the ceremon- a drunkard, and her step-mother
a 15 minute speech, and seniors ies on Jan. 28. If enough seniors is slowly dying. In a sense this
will wear caps and gowns. One take part in the graduation ex- is the first murder of the book.
hundred and seventy-three seniors ercises it will become a yearly Sonia destroys her own life by
are to graduate at this time.
affair.
selling her body to benefit her
Invitations for mid-year gradua-

Miss Edna Durant

Mid-Year Graduation
1 Exercises Are Revived

By ZIP GRANT
Tiger Feature "Writer
The blasting fireworks of Tigerama tonight will set
the mood for this spectacular week-end. Homecoming
has returned once more with its gaiety, girls, and grape
juice.
When Clyde McPhatter and the Drifters begin their
melodious moaning in our L-shaped dance hall, it is
without a doubt that they will begin with one of the
largest audiences in Clemson's history present.
McPhatter combined with the Drifters spells
out in capital letters lively entertainment. This
former choir boy sang with the Drifters for many
years before breaking with them to start out on his
own. And no one can "low-rate" the Drifters, for
those veterans of movies, rock'n roll shows, T. V.,
and international and national tours are perhaps
the most versatile group in their field.
On Saturday night Richard Maltby changes the
style somewhat with big band music much to the delight of a great many students. Maltby need no description because most of the student body is familiar with
his always danceable dance music.
Next Friday night in its much heralded debut, the
IFC will present the Royal Knights. The Royal
Knights were obtained for one purpose. . .to start Big
Saturday off right. This strictly juking-up combo is
well known on campus' throughout the South. According to Bill Schachte, President of the Inter Fraternity
Council, this off campus dance is expected to attract a
big crowd judging from the students' enthusiasm.
B. S. Player and his combo inaugurate the
Clemson edition of the Blue Key-CDA dance next
Saturday night. To quite a number of students, this
combo is totally unfamiliar to them, but on the
other hand, to the students who have attended some
of the fraternity parties of other schools in the state,
B. S. Player is very familiar.
And speaking of dances—have you heard the one
about the convention in Greenville last Saturday night?
It seems there was a convention at the Poinsett Hotel
which consisted mainly (since it was a secretaries con
vention bracket of females.
The Jungaleers played for this dance and from a
few but incoherent reports, it was a
Then there's the one about the Student Council
Convention dance at the "C" House last Tuesday night
The Blue Notes played for this closed dance and there
were a great number of the troops who could not understand why they couldn't crash it.
QUOTABLE QUOTES:
"Where is Pendleton?"
"Do you have a house we could rent that holds
21 couples?"
"The straw vote election was rigged."

HiFi & Stereo
RECORD SALE

JUNGALEERS

(Continued from Page A-3)
Henry Savage, Broadus Brannon,
Billy Isgett and Emerson Byrd,
saxes; Jack Team, piano; Jim
Ousley, bass and Gene Moorehead, drums.
This combination of talented
musicians with fabulous arrangements by such well-known bandleaders as Stan Kenton, Buddy
Morrow, Tommy Dorsey, Ted
Heath and Les Brown is bound to
make this year's edition of Clemson's own Jungaleers once again
"Carolina's Finest College Or
chestra."

Jobs at
Du Pont
offer..

CORDUROY TROUSERS
SPORT SHIRTS

$5.95
$2.98 & $3.98

JUDGE KELLER

loved ones. However, her spiritual life remains untouched. Here
we note another division between
the two characters.
Raskolnikov destroys his own
life, including the spiritual aspect by the calculated murder
of an old women. These two,
Raskolnikov and Sonia are now
joined by a common bond—the
bond of suffering—and yet, as
Raskolnikov says, "We two are
cursed equally, so our path is the
same, even if we look down &
different direction." Sonia has her
deep faith in God to comfort her
suffering. Raskolnikov has no
comfort. His belief in his principle of supremacy is slowly being
destroyed by his feelings of remorse over his foul actions.
Raskolnikov wants to
give
himself up to the police in order too make payment on his
crime. Sonia tells him to go to
the cross roads, bow down before God, kiss the earth, and proclaim before all that he is a
murderer. The cross roads I take
to be the choice betweena life
of suffering with no comfort from
God or a life with love, faith in
God, and expiation for his sin.
Raskolnikov can no longer bear
(Continued on Page B-8)

:OCONEE:
:THEATRE:
SENECA, S. C.
FRI.-SAT. — NOV. 4-5
rr

HIGH TIME"

Bing Crosby, Fabian and
Tuesday Weld
Cinemascope - In Color
MON.-WED.—NOV. 7-9

"ALL THE FINE
YOUNG
CANNIBALS"
Natalie Wood, Robert
Wagner
Cinemascope - In Color
•
THURS.-SAT.
NOV. 10-12

WELCOME ALUMNI

JAKE'S BARBER SHOP

"THE
MAGNIFICENT
SEVEN"
Yul Bryner, Steve
McQueen
In Color

Challenge

Opportunity,

...important, stimulating work

...for continuing advance-

in your chosen field, for a

ment consistent with your

company that's a leader in

qualifications, working with

research-the development

men who have made their

of new products, new ways of

mark, learning from men who

producing them, and new

have achieved. Here you are

areas for their use. Du Pont's

given every encouragement to

methods of training, extensive

score your own success. Here

modern equipment and work-

you are an individual; your

ing atmosphere will help you

own good ideas are wanted,

work at the top of your ability,

you are credited with them,
and you will be rewarded for

help you keep growing.

them.

ANY ALBUM IN STOCK

Vi price
With Purchase Of ONE At
Reg. PRICE
(One Week Only)
AT

CHEMISTS

ENGINEERS

PHYSICISTS
MATHEMATICIANS
due soon to receive a Bachelor's, Master's or Doctor's degree... talk with your
placement officer... or with our personnel representative when he is on campus.
Or write us. E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), Room 2430-11 Nemours
Building, Wilmington 98, Delaware.

Harper's 5l & 10l Store
CLEMSON, S. C.
»Ifi- U. S. PAT. Of*

Better Things for Better Living .... through Chemistry
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Welloff Furd Gives
Usual Lousy Concert

Homecoming Schedule
Homecoming Day, Nov. 5, 1960
8:00 A.M.—Arrival and registration for the big day.
8:10 A.M.—Coctail party, Tiger Tavern.
Moon Pies.
8:30 A.M.—Auto registration.

Pepsis and

Traffic Office.

8:35 A.M.—Payment of parking fines received before
8:30 A.M.
8:45 A.M.—Cocktail party, Dan's, Pepsis and Moon
Pies.
9:00 A.M.—Inspection of reflection pool.
by Class of 09.

Sponsored

9:15 A.M.—Change to dry clothes.
9:30 A.M.—Cocktail party.
nuts.

Phil's for coffee and do-

10:00 A.M.—Inspection of flasks.

In ranks.

10:15 A.M.—Lounging on the loggia. Sponsored by Class
of 21.
10:30 A.M.—Cocktail party, Chem. Lab, H20, coffee
beans, C6H1206.
11:00 A.M.—Preparation for game. Pendleton Red Spot.
11:30 A.M.—Dinner in the dining hall. Sponsored by
class of 64.
11:50 A.M.—Meeting in infirmary, cocktail party, castor
oil.
12:30 P.M.—Move towards stadium. Sponsored by Ath
letic Assoc.
12:45 P.M.—Cocktail party under the stands. Cokes and
Babe Ruths.
1:15 P.M.—Move towards seats.
Athletic Assoc.
2:00 P.M.—Football game.
Assoc.

Sponsored by the

Sponsored by the Athletic

5:00 P.M.—Recovery from game.

Sponsored by AA.

6:00 P.M.—Preparation for dance. Sponsored by CD A.
8:00 P.M.—Dance. Collection of tickets. Sponsored
by CDA.
8:15 P.M.—House Party, Brevard, N. C, WOW
8:30 P.M.—House Party, Clayton, Ga., More Wow.
8:45 P.M.—House Party, Havana, Cuba. Sponsored
by the State Dept.
9:00 P.M.—More dance. The CDA again.
9:45 P.M.—More house parties. Follow the crowd.
Sponsored by IFC.
1:00 A.M.—More of the same if you are on your feet by
this time.
3:00 A.M.—To bed. Sponsored by The Clemson House.

TH!^>

15

JUST

■5C RVICE t>
TREE.

Well, like it is a game, I mean,
simply to establish a fact, they
embellish it with substantial mentionings of this type, and yet, I
am strangely unconvinced —
like what the hell is a good definition for "a game" anyway?
Frankly, I don't even think it is
one. Allow me a slight digression
for purposes of an EXAMPLE:
I once had a dog, healthy chap,
who catered to the title of a Mr.
Rover — the summit of distinction, and he had a firmly entrenched habit of eating watermelons. Now this could have
bothered him psychologically I
suppose, but the truth of the
matter is that Rover made a
GAME of it!
Yes, you see, he merely refrained from taking it at all seriously, and rather masticated
said deplorable objects for the
sheer, unadultrated joy of doing
so. And so, it was a game. Joy,
you see. So a game is joy. But
does this make it right. Like,
but well, what is "right?" Allow
me a slight digression for pur-

poses of an EXAMPLE: I once
had a rabbit, virile chap, who
catered to the title of a Mr.
Speedy—the height of achievement, and he had a firmly entrenched desire to. . .uh, well.
Now this could have bothered him
psychologically I suppose, but
the truth of the matter is that
Speedy made a GAME of it! My
yes, he actually enjoyed it.
Hence, a game.
Well, like it is all joy, I mean,
to do the little things that we desire to do. But does this make it
a "game?" I'm inclined to think
so. A game is joy, a joy is right,
the right is a game, and we are
back at joy. So concerning football, I don't like it, and so get
no joy from it, hence it has no
right, and therefore it isn't
a
game.
Rather, one feels inclined to eat
watermelons and to. . .uh, well,
join Speedy after a fashion, instead of becoming overly concerned with a mere distraction such
as football.

V&U-

Defense Of The Anarchist College Youth

receive all the mercy this world I moved the thing and began to
had to offer. The man said, "Uh- sponge my back-side with cotton.
huh," wrote the usual scribbling I asked for a piece to stuff in
on a card and again spoke. "Take the hole in front after which I
this to the nurse." I staggered raised my body from the table.
through two other rooms and
found a little window and a sweet After replacing my trousers, I
little ol' woman all dressed in returned to the little window to
white. She had sympathy written j be given the pre-perscribed medall over her. I had reached my icine of one bottle of yellow lirelief. I held my card in front quid, two small boxes of cheerof me and the agile little fingers fully colored pills, a pat on the
of the little ol' woman snatched back-side and "Will you leave
the card, looked at it and said, this
card with the secretary,
"Come with me." She led me into please" I did, and the next thing
a little room that had two cabi- I knew, the door closed quickly
nets on each side and a long met- behind me. I survived the short
al bed at the other end. She point- walk back to the dorms and am
ed her grubby little finger to- in the fine physical shape you see
wards the metal bed and said, me in just now — still with dou"Lower your pants and get on ble pneumonia — Mercy!
the table." Being too weak to
resist, I did as I was instructed
with as much modesty as I was Dear Tom
permitted.

Concerning Football

PROVIDES

.■"

Trek To Love Of Life Hospital
The circumstances under which
I came to know this institution
were the common illness of pure
hut simple double pneumonia. I
dragged myself two miles to have
someone ask my name, insert a
tube of mercury three feet below
my tongue, and then ask what my
trouble was. This was quite all
right until the "angel of mercy"
complained because in telling her
I was rapidly dying, I chewed
three-fourths of the glass and
mercury. As I began picking the
glass out of my tongue, she told
me to have a seat and that the
doctor would be with me in a
minute. I had my seat and no
sooner had I finished the last
magazine in the lounge than I
heard the soft, gentle summons,
She then drew from a cabinet
"TOESUP!" Hearing my name one of the smaller twelve-inch
in this manner, I pulled my in- needles, loaded it, and stood just
fested body up and slowly walk- outside the door so as to have
ed towards the sound.
the "running start' advantage. I
I entered the little sanction to began to grow frightened as I
the west and was shocked when heard the sound of galluping feet
I was asked to have a seat. I coming towards me. It was too
casually mumbled to the man late to move off my stomach from
that I was dying. He told me that the table in the corner of the
was all right, the doctor would room. I could already see the
be in shortly. Sure enough, the point of the needle peering throu
head man himself came in. I re- the skin of my front side. Like
peated my plea, knowing I would a true helper, she carefully re-
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Man is forever a cruel, heartless, and insensitive beast. Some
sadistic corner of his unstable nature unceasingly drives him to
scorn and ridicule his fellow
man. Were man to overcome this
dark spot on his soul, perhaps he
would see things in a clearer
light. For instance take as an
example the new movement on
the campus, the Anarchist Youth
Group. Now at first glance, we
are tempted to begin overbearing
with a passion. But when viewed
Sunday, Nov. 6, 1960
somewhat more rationally, we
All Day—Recovery. Sponsored by the Aspirin Manuf. find that perhaps they, too, have

I, people, have just returned
from a short and greatly needed
trek to Clemson's own Love of
life Hospital and must tell you
how wonderful it was.

*******************

a motive. And so, following up
this line of thought, let us have
a word with the head matchstriker of this new and gay group
of free-thinkers. My dear Mr.
Firebugisky, have you any special words of enlightenment and
challenge for all these fine people?
"No."
Oh, come now! What are the
aims and aspirations of your wonderful and glorious new organization?
"To blow hell out of everything we can find."
I see, very interesting. And why
do you desire to pursue this particular course of action, if I may
ask?
"Just for the hell of it."
Marvelous. Quite. And yet,
surely there is more to it than
that. I mean, to be more specific, are you, in your eyes, doing
a service to mankind
"Sure."
What
"Blowing them to hell."
Well, if I do say so myself,
this is a most interesting arrangement. Do you have any special
qualifications for new members
to your club.
"No." '
None at all?
'Only a sincere desire to blow
things to hell."
I see. Yes, well. At any rate,
thank you very much Mr. Firebugisky. We have certainly en-

Student Praises
School Services
DEAR TOM:
I would like to praise a few of
the things on this campus at this
time, so if you will please print
this, I will appreciate it.
First, the laundry here at Clemson is probably one of the finest
anywhere in the world. I have
nothing but praise for the way
they handle clothes. The quick
service, the clean clothes, and the
always correct return of my
things is just about the best I
have ever seen. They always
seem to anticipate my every wish.
For example, last summer
I
wanted a new pair of shorts for
the warm days. Well, when I
got my Sunday suit back, I had
the shorts. They also managed to
make the coat into a vest
to
match. Now wasn't that nice. All
of my dress shirts have been cut
down by them into short
sleeved middy blouses, just the
thing to give my girl for her
birthday.
The next thing on my list is
the parking situation here
at
Clemson. I would like to send
roses to the administration and
the physical plant. I have never
seen finer areas for parking than
those we have on campus. They
are just the right distance away
so that I can get my morning
exercise before my first class.
There is nothing like a five mile
hike to pep a guy up. The spaces in the lots are very well

marked off. They have saved me
money. The only car that would
fit in one was a small compact
car, so I got one and now I am
really saving money on gas milage. Of course my girl didn't like
it when I traded the '60 Cad.
even up for a Falcon, but she'll
get over it.
I hope the school keeps on providing more of these wonderful
services for us, I just can't wait
to see what will be next.
Hervey L. Clodfoot
Class of 1967

To Lucastra
On Going To
Tell me not, sweet, I am unkind
That from the nunnery
Of thy chaste breast and quiet
mind
To Death Valley I fly.
True, a new mistress now I
chase,
The first foe in the valley
And with a stronger force embrace
A bottle and a broad named
Sally.
Yet is this inconstacy laconic,
As you to shall adore;
I could not love thee dear, so
Platonic
Loved I not Salley the uh, uh
more

joyed talking with you! It was
very inspirational. To say the
least.
Ladies and Gentlemen, the
above conversation should only
go to prove that there is more
to life than what we see on the
surface. We must always remember that every other man on this
poor earth with us has his own
personal self and secret motives,
and we have no right whatsoever to judge, correct, or question him in any way. Take heed,
ye cold-hearted individuals of this
barren land! Respect your fellow
man, for among other things, he
may for no reason at all give
vent to his natural tendencies
and blow you to hell.

Mr. Welloff Furd, nationally
known director of the "Voices
From Hunger," appeared last
night before a near capacity
crowd in the basement of the Old
Education Building. Mr. Furd directed the 150 voice chorus in a
selection of ever popular Tahitian
political campaign songs.
The renowned Mr. Furd is well
remembered around the campus
for his excellent display of good
humor while being tarred and
feathered following last years concert. He was well received last
night with shouts of, "Yankee Go
Home." After receiving a bouquet of one dozen beautiful poison Sumac blooms, and handing
out to those who requested, finger nail parings for voodoo dolls,
Mr. Furd began the concert.
For the first selection of the
evening, Furd directed the chorus in a rousing rendition of the
scale. This seemed to be the
high point of the evening as
things went from better to
worse. Several selections presented by individual members
of the chorus were received
with the usual vigor and gusto
of the student body.
After these performances, and
the rescue of the performers from
the Seneca river, the concert was
carried to a new pitch by the
shooting of several front row hecklers by Mr. Furd.
The intermission was carried
out in the usual unusual Furd
manner. Brawnier members of
the chorus held off the audience
for 15 minutes while Mr. Furd
dressed in his suit of chain mail
for the second half of the concert. Professional agitators passed through the crowd handing
out rotten eggs and old Wilkie
buttons.
The campus bomb squad intercepted two boxes of candy and
an angel food cake as they were
about to be sent back stage. To
those attending the concert, it
seemed as if Furd was not up
to his old standards with the intermission program. The old fire
was missing from the brickbat
exchange just before the opening
of the second half of the concert.
The second half opened with
the audience participating in a
fine rendition of, "The 1812 Overture," It was not until later that
it was discovered that the chorus had been singing, "Brahm's
Lullaby." Where the audience got
the cannons has not been determined as yet. For the next selection, Furd chose two members
of the audience to be rendered
unconscious with severe lacera-

The Star In You

tions about the head and face.
This, for not contributing to the
Fund for Retired Choruses, when
the cans were passed about the
audience.
The concert was ended in it's
usual lively manner with the
chorus and Mr. Furd trying to
take an encore as they were running for the late train to Atlanta.
This years concert didn't seem
as much of a success as last

years as there were only 37 hospital cases as compared with 42
of last year. We certainly hop*
that Mr. Furd will be out of Lhe
hospital in time for his annual
concert tour next year. We do
dearly enjoy this chance to receive the wonderful cultural outpourings of this great man. It is
little chance we have to find out
how fouled up a Chinese songfest can be.

New Courses Offered
As a service to the students of Clemson, we have
here compiled a list of the new courses to be offered
next year at Clemson. We hope that you will be able
to sign up a few of these courses so the teachers can
get paid.

Languages
Beatnik 101—A practical course in understanding, reading and writing the language of the beat generation.
Beatnik 201—Like this course is for the cats who mad*
it in the one above.
Beatnik 301—Man, like you're way out and oblong if
you can't dig this music from Hipsville. This one
is like, real cool.

Ait
Blackboard Dusting 461—An advanced course in the
old art of blackboard dusting. Erasers will be furnished by the student.
Cement Inscribing 432—A practical course in putting
one's initials into wet cement without getting
caught.
Greeting Cards 202—The art of removing names from
old greeting cards so that they may be used again.

Economics
Parking 201—How to get the most of your parking
space. Offered only during the lunch hour.
Parking 202—How to find a parking space, how to keep
it, what to do when you get a ticket and how to park
in an unauthorized zone and get away with it.
Parking 301—The economic value of owning a bicycle.
How to get along without a car and other stupid
type things.

Logic
Logic 101—The reasoning behind the block schedule,
and why you didn't get a lunch period on M W F.
Logic 201—A careful study of the registration program
and how to beat the system.
Logic 301—Why you should have a class on the top floor
of Tillman Hall and then the next one in the P&A
Building.

Military Science
M S 302—How to get the deepest foxhole in a combat
zone and how to get an enlisted man to dig it.
M S 303—How to take and hold an enemy area. Practical exercises in how to get the best looking women
and the best booze before the enlisted men can get
them.
M S 402—You, and the enlisted man. Torturing K. P.s
for fun and profit. The neglected art of staging
25 mile hikes.

i come to colege to lern how and out on a lonely turf and finto do thing I dont no if i lerned ally it was in me all the time and
how or not to do them but i kan in the stars and i no that you
try it See i was borned on a farm don't have to go to college to
and have been called a hick i find it but i guess it helps and
guess But i no that evry man i think evryone that kan should
is borned with a kind of feeling go to colege should do so and i
English
inside him that kinda makes him hope that they kan find some English 387—The Comic Book. A look into the wonderwant to do things you know So cool stars But i want the ones
ful world of Donald Duck and Horror, with stimuwhen i got to colege i went to that cant to know that the stars
lating discussions.
class and the teaher said to me are there fore evryone and in
English 360—Dick, Jane and Spot. See Dick run. See
you must lern to use yur head them to and they are free and
Jane run. See Spot run. See, see, see. Run, run,
to some extent and help to make they are yours and you must go
run.
a beter world for us all to live in out on the turf under them and
English
461—Understanding the Railroad timetable.
But i dont see why we need a listen and know and love and they
A look into the classic timetable and how to underbeter world cause i like the one will be you and you will be a
stand the conductor.
im in But the teaher said that star. — GEORGE
if you looked at it long enuff
you would see that it wasnt so
hot after all and i did and he
V
was right So i decided to change
it all and try and make a life
that was worth it to evryone just
as lots of men did long before i
came along But you know it
seems kinda hopless sense i tryed it for a little bit of time cause
all the people around me dont
seem to really care weather life is
worth it or not you know So i
cryed and beged and had to fight
for years and years and years
all none of it matered for they
only laughted at me after all
But one night as i walked all
alone out onto a dim dark turf
under some cool nice stars i had
a feeling that there was some
kind of thing up there kinda
watching me and it came closer
and closer and closer til it was
in me and then i noed something
that the othes didnt And you
know this thing in me and in
the cool stars made me feel ever
so much beter and all and after
all it was worth it to listen to it
for the things it said were so
nice that it kind of choked me up
and i had to hear it for a long
long time til the sun came up
and drove it all far away and
from inside me and the old life
came out and the old people came
in and i felt pretty bad after all
But i will always no that it was
and is there and it will give me
strength in the face of it all and
i no that its worth it so i am
glad that i come to colege after
all Because you know is funny
but of all that the teaher said
and all that i was spose to lernj
i only found what anyone can]
find and it was under cool stars!
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THE TIGER—"He Roars For Clemson College"
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Presents .... "The Tiger's Tale"
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Dear Blabby

Tigerama Dramarama

Inferior Feeling
Troubles Fiancee
DEAR BLABBY:
I am a student at Clemson College, Majoring in Athletics. I am
most worried, and have a prob
lem of a very delicate nature. I
don't know quite how to handle
it. You see, my fiancee, Susan,
wrsa Woman Marine during the
Korean Campaign. She spent
three months under combat conditions at the front. She was decorated several times and enjoyed
this to the extreme; in fact, she
regards this time as the high
point in her young life.
Now Blabby, I would be the
last to liold a young girl's past
against her, for I believe I am
an open-minded person, and I
want all of my friends to be as
well-rounded as possible. Sometimes I feel that her cursing,
straight whiskey guzzling, and occasional judo punches only make
me love and respect her more.
However Blabby, of late things
have for some reason become
quite painful. For instance, while
on a date several days ago I happened to find a live hand grenade in her purse. When I questioned her about it, she merely
grinned through the tobacco juice
and. shrugged.
Well, naturally I forgot all
about the trivial experience until
yesterday while I was in the P.
O. for my mail. I received the
same grenade in a beautiful red
box for my birthday present. It
w^s so arranged that it ignited
wten I unwrapped the box.
Susan is really a sweet kid
underneath, Blabby, and I know
that she means well. I love her
dearly and could not think of a
harsh reproval for her joke. Yet
I feel that I should say something about the incident to her —
perhaps an appropriate line or
two on a "thank you" note. Please
tell me how I can tactfully bring
up this subject without offending her, Blabby, for I feel that
for some reason we are beginning
to drift apart.
Signed,
MANGLED BEYOND REPAIR
DEAR REPAIR:
Gather yourself together! Susan only feels Inferior! Everyone feels in awe of an athletics major. Her little gesture
was aimed at getting your attention. She wants you to respect her feminine wiles as
much as she respects yours.
You must let yourself down to
her level for a change. Try
being earthy and human for
once, and, as an extra precaution, bathe any future presents

Well its that time of year again.
Yes, kiddies, it is the time of
year once again for that wonderful, lavish, and tremendous Eddie
Sullivan type dramaorama of
sorts aptly named TIGERAMA!
This singularly unique and naturalistic representation of joyful and unbridled creative extravaganza will be the fourth in
a series as announced by Bubbles O-Conner, Director.

in red boxes in a tub of lukewarm water for 10-15 minutes.
Dear Blabby:
My problem is one of a most
personal nature. My girl tells me
that she is a maniac-depressive
with a touch of cataleptic schizophrenia and with sidelights of
hebephrenia. Am I correct in assuming that she is not normal?
Signed:
UNSURE
DEAR UNSURE:
You have nothing to fear. This
young lass is simply compensating for the complex and complicated complexes pushed upon
her by life in our jet age. Are
You normal? Hummmmmm!
Dear Blabby:
I have a problem — well maybe you wouldn't exactly call it —
well I don't know, my girl friend
— at least I like to think of her
as my girl friend — what the
hell! Just skip the whole thing.
Signed:
WAIT A MINUTE,
I'M NOT SURE
DEAR WAIT A MINUTE:
I'm not either. At least I don't
think so. . , .
Dear Blabby:
I am the father of a young
child. As you know the time of
good cheer and burning yule logs,
plum puddings and egg nog,
gleaming crystal snowflakes and
seining red noses, in other
words, Christmas is on the way,
However, due to a constant demand for contributions to the
Help Yugoslavia Fund, The Dis
united Fund, The Overflowing
Stocking Fund. The Easter Deal,
ect., ect., I can't afford to give
my child a proper Santa Claus,
and he is already preparing the
first draft on his annual "goody"
letter. . , .
Signed:
TAPPED PAP
DEAR PAP:
The solution to your problem
is simple. Tell your loving son
that the Russians have bombed
the North Pole, and Santa, all
his little helpers, and even
Rudolph were killed.
Dear Blabby:
I am planning to get married
in the near future. My problem
is that I have false teeth. Should
I tell her now or wait until after
the wedding
Signed:
TOOTHLESS
DEAR TOOTHLESS:
Keep your mouth shut and
get married.
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But then one cold anil dark
winter day, Sir Lancealittle received a message that chilled
his blood. A ghastly, dismal,
heather-stepper by the name of
Grindle had appeared upon the
scene of the local village green,
and had straightway began the
delightful preoccupation of inhaling the fair and local lassies
by the scores. This, of course,
incensed Sir Lancealittle to no
end, and with a flying leap and
a hearty shriek he mounted
Clippityklop and galloped toward the distant affray.
With snow-white plume and banner flying, lance leveled, hooves
of steel striking sparks, and burnished armor flashing in the pale
winter sun, Sir Lancealittle and
Clippityklop made all- haste to
the area of strife.
Upon arriving at the scene,
both of the young heros were
rocked back on their heels by

Where Is Clemson?
Six Miles South OfNever Mind What?

the hideous sight. Grindle! Oh
such a view! Slimey, grimey,
scum of smog,
pity the
mortal compelled to face thee.
However, recovering from their
initial shock, the brave duet settled down, tightened up, and with
resolved hearts pounced onto the

Probably Not

HAYS
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(1) Lassie, the world famous
movie heroine, is actually a male.
Rin Tin Tin, also of world wide
renown, is in reality a female.
It was at one time rumored that
the couple had a very hot love
affair, very similar to Liz's and
Eddie's, but due to the ensuing
and rampart confusion created
in press rooms around the nation
they were forced to abandon the
endeavor.

(This interview taken verbatum
from yesterday's issue of the Fort
Hill News. The text contains parts
of the interview between
the
Right Reverend Elmer G. Exodus, Director of the Southern
Sandlapper Seminary, Sinkingsand, Miss., and Mr. John Calhoun Smedley, Star reporter of
the Fort Hill News. This interview was called as a direct result of the recent sensational
news release in which the Reverend made a statement to UP repor«i.'s concerning the rapid degradation of American college
youth.)

A. That is true; I have found
during my close association with
the youth of that college that
for some unexplained reason or
reasons they are extremely susceptible in these respects; much
more in fact than any other
campus I visited. Not only that,
but the situation seems to be
rapidly snowballing!

Q. Reverend, you don't mean
it! Have these young rebels no
reservations, no pangs of conscience? Do they not even fear
possible repercussions following
Q. Reverend Exodus, you made their free license concerning this
a public statement recently to the kind of lewd activity?
effect that you believe certain
A. I'm afraid not, Mr. Smedsegments of our American college
male youth are involved in a rad- ley, this problem appears to be
ical new movement toward the a high degree of some ghastwholesale consumption of alcohol- ly, modern social plague.
ic beverages and rabid promis- Q. Saints preserve us! This excuous indulgences of unabashed, ceeds my very worst expectacarnal lust. Can you verify this tions. You said at the UP Press
announcement?
Conference also, Reverend ExoA. Yes, Mr. Smedley, I think dus, that certain subversive facthat a statement of that type tions from across the seas are
can be true in the fullest sense known to be infiltrating the ruling circles of this degrading, disof the word.
gusting and degenerating disease
Q. Reverend, is it true that you of young society; and you said
have found a certain Southern that during your courageous efAgricultural college to be fore- forts to rid our youth of this formost in the aiding and advancing eign scourge you forced into exile and excommunication at least
of this new movement?
four of these brutes, and that as
an extra precautionary measure
you confiscated their church keys!
Did you actually pursue such heroic courses of action ?

foe. Instantly it was tot to toe,
shoulder to shoulder, blow for
blow, until suddenly, with
one
last, vicious, and savage attempt,
Grindle opened his cavarnous
maw and gulped the hapless Sir
Lancealittle and the unfortuante
Clippityklop down — whole.

A. Yes, I believe that I can
reply to this in the affirmative.

Q. Now Reverend Exodus, about
this certain Southern College we
mentioned before, I have heard
that there is a rumor among the
male youth on its campus concerning the introduction of their new
female housing project, and that
this rumor links as an integral
part of this vice movement said
female housing project, to the effect that when completed the project will contribute in a most
inn-keeper and the other half nauseating manner to an openformed a Left-wing Thirsty Fac- faced, flagrant rain of immoralition, and almost immediately, ty and other indescribable pleasures.
open warfare broke forth.

A. Pleasures! Oh, my dear
(3) In April 1856, Ichabod Quonset carved the entire New Testa- Smedley, that word rends the
ment on a mustard seed. And very moral fiber of my body
and tears at my very being. I
then ate it.
wish to make it known to the
(4) One hundred per cent of world that so long as there is
all lemons grown in Chile in a pure breath left in my body
I shall with my bare hands pull
1953 were sour.
from this sweet Carolina earth
(2) In 1840 three complete
(5) Fifty per cent of all married the roots of this satanic moveregiments of Her Majesties'
ment! Dear Smedley, I enviRoyal Highland Troops were couples in the United States in sion in the near future, and un1941 were men.
swiftly annihilated in the pitider my able leadership, thousands of healthy young bodies
fully short thirty minute battle
completely free and uncorruptof The Red Lion. The lone surThe Clemson College Liter- ed of the damning effects of
vivor of the affray said, as he
ary Guild proudly presents sex and alcohol; I can foresee
expired of wounds, that the comThe Tiger's Tale. This edition ranks of young, collegiate youth,
bat ' became ignited when the
their faces sweet and pure,
is all in fun and no offense is
marching under snow-white, flutlate inn-keeper of the establishintended to anybody or any- tering banners of truth, as they
ment accidentally ran out of
thing, so please don't get mad rout the diabolical forces of evil.
beer. This led to heated disat us—we are only a bunch of Yes, soon the ominous clouds of
cussion, during which half of
blighted desire will be washed
harmless idiots.
the troops present sided with the
from our Southern campus skies!

Guild Presents
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"Well, it's six miles south of
Six Mile, two miles south of
Twelve Mile Creek, three miles
west of Eight Mile Creek, thirty miles down from Tomassee,
just across the field fro—

Troop. This troop, full of viva- this with a reenactment of the
cious and voluptuous beauties, never to be forgotten battle
is well remembered for their out- known as The Battle of Tippiestanding reproduction of "Beat- Canoe, Oh, Yes, And Tyler Too.
nik Boogie' which they prefrorm- The cast of one thousand will
ed last year.
be composed of the members of
the
newly formed YDC and YRC
After a short infermissin, the
who
eagerly await the chance
show will resume with a new feature being added to the show this to show their true spirit of loyyear. The audience will be in- al and trusting friendship among
Tigerama, with its star stud- vited to join the remains of the -themselves.
ded review, will officially open Voice of Hunger Choir in a group As an added highlight to tins
the Homecoming weekend. Ron- or community sing. Such songs battle, real bullets will be issued
nie Furd, son of the late and as "Wait Till the Snow Falls, for the Smithfield Rifles and ingreat Welloff Furd, will open Nellie, So the Front Yard Won't stead of the usual display of
the show with his brilliant pro- Have to Be Raked," "In The shocking and brilliant Fireworks,
Sweet Bye And Bye, I Will Meet live morter fire has been securtrayal of his father in an act
Your Glare-Eye to Eye," "In
entitled "The Voices of Hunger The Gloaming, Rover's A Roam- ed on loan for use. This should
certainly prove to be a most
Cry Again." This act will be ing' and many other never to
interesting presentation, and if
climaxed with audience partici- be forgotten old favorites that nothing else is gleaned from it,
pation, 40,000 strong, in the pop- your father and mine loved to it is a sure bet that the recent
ular and always well received sing around the old campfire. It antagonism between these two
is the expectation of the Planning
version of "Tramp, Tramp, Committee that this will become groups, resulting over reportedly
erroneous literature, will be disTramp, the Girls are Marching." a permanent member of the Tipersed in this communal meeting
The audience will please stand gerama production.
in the name of sport and good
The grand finale will follow fellowship.
for this rendition and will remain standing while the field
is being cleared of the remains.

Next will be a stirring
address by Sheolocopoulos Vierwaldstattessee. Sheo, as he is often
referred to by his close friends,
is a member of the college athletic Dept. in charge of recruiting in the Pittsburg area and he
will talk on The Revolt of Mamie
Stover, an ever popular topic and
one in which he is well versed
Ah, children, children, it is now as he is writing his graduate
or never! You leaders of tomor- thesis on said subject.
row rally now, tonight, behind
Following this will be a prethe dove-white standard of goodness, purity, truth and chastity sentation of Piotr Ulich Tchaikovfor ever and ever and ever! sky's ballet "Swan Lake' in its
Amen.
entirety by the Bain Tippy Toe

Interview With Elmer G. Exodus
Concerning Degradation Of Youth

"Belive It Or Not

"Where is Clemson?"

■"Never mind fellow; how far
is the nearest road out?"
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Advantages Of Sir Lancealittle
And Firey Steed, Clip pityklop
Once upon a time, in the far
off land of Gersulvania, there lived a daring and dashing young
knight by the name of Sir
Lancealittle. Now, this brave
knight possessed a fiery steed of
no little ability name Clippityklop. This gay pair lived in comparative happiness and contentment for many years, having very
few responsibilities or duties.

*******************

A Small World

New College Entrance Exams

Part 1. Underline the correct answer.
1. The Civil War started because (a) the Yankees lost
the series, (b) a Carolina man was caught in Clemson. (c) C. B. DeMille thought it would make a good
picture.
2. Lindbergh flew the Atlantic because (a) he had
mother-in-law trouble, (b) he lost his compass, (c)
he liked French cooking.
3. Alley Oop was (a) a Clemson fullback, (b) usually
three sheets to the wind, (c) really Liberace's brother George.
4. What was Gone With The Wind (a) the story of Hurricane Hazel, (b) Clemson's bowl chances, (c) the
title of C. B. DeMille's Civil War picture in 1. above.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Part 2. Match the person to the deed.
Dave Brubeck
Has B. O.
Mike Fink
Wrote this article
Harry Phlug
Voted for Alf Landon
Primo Camera
Wears stripped P. J.'s
Harry S. Truman
Tickled Zasu Pitts

During a recent visit to one of could hear Jack without straining
the large Midwestern Universities, too much, and he said, 'Orders
I happened to have a few free my mule! Where would I look
hours one afternoon and decided for these — bosses.' And then the
I would take in the school's li- clerk told him that he could start
brary. It was an enormous build- at the training center, and we
ing, and judging from my tired all watched Jack barge out of
Part 3. Association test: Write down
feet, it must have covered every the Have Nil shop,"
the first'thing you think of.
inch of a city block. After I had
"Yes, I know the rest," said
visited every chamber on the Specs. "He hasn't been seen
Comments
main floor my feet expressed a around campus since that day,
Money
desire to take a rest, so I de- and everyone seems to think he
cided to retrace my steps to the went in the wrong door, the celB. B.
fiction section and select a good lar, to do his complaining; and,
novel and leave the basement of as I understand it, it was just
Sex
the library for another day.
about the time of day that the
After considering the time cle'Little Ones' usually return from
B. B.
ment and remembering .how
their bone crushing practice."
much I disliked starting a novA chocolate soda
"We can't do anything but asel and leaving it unfinished, sume," said Red.
I ended up at a reading table
Part 4. Famous sayings: Match the person
"Did you hear about the fellow
with the latest edition of the that broke into the main office
with the saying.
"Saturday Evening Post." It
over at the training center and
Who's on first?
Harvey Furnslats
always has a couple of intereststole a copy of the official price
ing articles, and its short stoEccchhh!
Lil Orphan Annie
list that was to be sent to the
ries are usually readable.
<§)'&$() @%$$
Tom Swift
Have Nil shop?" asked Specs.
I was scanning the cartoons —
"No I didn't," answered Red.
What
rule
16?
Elvis
Presley
as I usually do, for the "Post"
"When did this take place?"
Which way to the exit? Mr. Clean
invariably has a few jolly ones,
"About two nights ago," anand a little humor is always good
Run Gridley, don't fire. Lassie
for a person. As I was saying, swered Specs. "I saw part of it,
I was scanning the cartoons when and I hear that they plan to
Part 5. True and False
one of the two students at the make a few copies and pass them
The Taft-Hartley Act played the palace last
adjacent table began to talk in a around to the students; I think
low voice. Low, but loud enough I can give you a general idea of
week.
to be overheard. And having an what it looked like. I just glancinstinctively inquisitive nature, I ed at it, but from what I saw,
The Boston Tea Party was a New England
was forced to listen to the con- that one little glance was enough.
Beatnik Party.
I
believe
it
started
with
a
slide
versation.
rule and read: One slide rule
"By the way," said the one
Mrs. Lincoln enjoyed plays.
— cost plus ten — eighteen dolwearing a red tie, "did you ever
lars. Plus the price of one catThe shot heard around the world was Old
get your theory of equations text;
chers mit-total-twenty-six dollars.
the one that you are to use this
Hickory.
One differential Calculus book
semester."
—
cost
plus
ten
—
four
dollars
"Yes, but I had to keep the old
Thelonius Monk is a great religious leader.
text," said the one wearing specs. and fifty cents. Plus the cost of
one
elastic
knee
guard-total-sev"I won't say I had to keep it, but
after what happened to Jack Gone en dollars and fifty cents.
One English Literature book
I was a little afraid to complain
too much."
— cost plus ten — five dollars.
"I can't blame you," said Red Plus the cost of one eighth of
COMING
Tie. "I sure wish the authori- a foot ball helmet-total book
ATTRACTIONS
ties could find out something cost to student — seven dollars
about that and can the whole and fifty cents.
works. I was in the Have Nil One History book — cost plus To those of you who might
shop that same afternoon. It was ten — four dollars and seventy wish to consult with any given
just before closing time when Jack five cents. Plus the wholesale Guild member concerning some
subject which appeared in this
came in. Before he even reached cost of three athletic supports
of "THE STORY OF RUTH"
the counter he said to the clerk, total cost of book to student — edition, here follows a list
Starring Brigerre Bardot
'Hey you! this is an old text that seven dollars and fifty cents. names of Guild members who
you sold me this morning, and it Well, that is how it read," said submitted material for this issue:
isn't going to be used this semes- Specs.
ter.' And then I heard the clerk "Gee!" said Red. "It seems Heinrich Graltz
tell Jack, 'That is true,' and I that while the unknowing and un- Theolocopoulos El Greco
watched Jack's features turn suspicious student outfits himself
from a pale green to a deep red. with books for each semester, he Serquzerich Gruboyedov
"LAI LONNIE — QUEEN
The clerk then said. "The big also purchases enough sporting
OF THE JUNGLE"
bosses told us to sell the extra equipment to stock a small sport- Haile Selassie
With Ethel Barrimore
books on hand as reference books ing goods store with first class Pasquale Panizzi Paoli
before putting out the new ones.' merchandise."
And then Jack said, 'Reference "Yes, but time will tell," said Gus Vonwaldstatlersee
books —! The library is full of Specs.
reference books, and I can't af- I had to shelf my "Post" just Rover von Wheelzestick
"LITTLE WOMEN"
for to be buying useless books.' about that time, but I couldn't Alfonso de la mucho de AirWith
Mae West, Sophia
The clerk came back with, 'Well, resist walking over to their table daileso
Tucker, June Wilkerson,
I am sorry, but I am just follow- and saying: you know — this is
And Marlene Dietrich
ing orders.' By this time you a small world.
Turtle-foot McGeefedeleinso

Consult Guild
Staff About
This Material

(lempson Theatre
Sunday And
Monday

Tuesday And
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday And
Saturday
&&*-«

"LOVE IS A MANY
SPLENDERED THING"
Lassie and Rin Tin Tin

Sat. Late Show
CW.U€IMEE.

"ROMEO AND JULIET"
With Charles Laughten
and Gloria Swanson

Friday, November 4, 1960
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Resolution Passed By 'Tiger'
WHEREAS, in the past it has become customary
for members of said institutions—Clemson College
known for excellence in academics, intelligence, conduct, and athletic dexterity of exterminating an impotent covey of fowl, and the University of South
Carolina; generally known as the Legion of Lower
Learning and recognized for their fighting symbol (a
chicken)—to issue a challenge precursory to the game
of conflict, and
WHEREAS, the members of the two staffs, that of
our own illustrious journal and that of a scandalous rag
known as the Gamecock, have been unfettered to issue
said challenge, with the altercation generally coming
from the losers for a certain athletic contest from the
previous year, and
WHEREAS, the last existing battlefield still reeks
from the aroma of defunct fowl, and it has seen fit to
move the cage of combat to the picturesque Blue Ridge,
and
WHEREAS, its appears that the challenge will not
be forthcoming from the "Brethren of Black Bottom"
due to certain lack of athletic prowess,
THEREFORE, we the undersigned, in the call of
perseverance of tradition, shall shirk our moral responsibilities by fraternizing with such ignoble scodes,
and extend to them an invitation to assemble in the
Clemson House Tiger Tavern immediately following
said contest for the distinct purpose of devouring their
farcial facsimile of an editorial page.
HOWBEIT, through some grotesque perjury of fate,
either by witchcraft or through some mysterious intercourse with evil spirits, that mighty Czar Howard
should leave impregnable Death Valley with less than
victory or draw, then we, the undersigned, shall graciously partake of every tasty tidbit of our own editorial
chef-d'oeuvre and don sack cloth and ashes for a year's
mourning.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that these ousted
embryos of journalism shall present themselves in fulfillment of prior challenge by entering the aristocratic
domain of Calhoun's Country Gentlemen donned in
above attire for the occasion.
George P. Crotwell, Editor
Robert L. Burns, Managing Editor
John A. Long, News Editor
James P. Stepp, Sports Editor
Herbert R. Rowland, Assoc. Editor

Resolution Passed By 'Gamecock'

Distinguished ROTC Students Receive Awards

WHEREAS, ignorance is bliss, and a group of blissful hog-herders from a dismal cesspool situated in the
foothills of Milking Stool Mountain in the Blue Ridge
chain, comprising the grossly illiterate senior staff of
an insignificant conglomeration of Scotkins called "the
tiger," have hastily and without cause taken it upon
themselves to issue an impertinent challenge to the undersigned intelligentsia, members of the staff of that
great emulatory journalistic masterpiece known to the
upper crust of Southern gentlefolk as "THE GAMECOCK," and,
WHEREAS, we are confident of emerging victori- ,
ous from our annual practice session with the fledgling
swine of this prep school for young plow boys, lorded
over by an unscrupulous, uncouth, and bald-headed
slayer of the King's English, and even plan to extend
our activities this year into a full-fledged missionary
program to this underdeveloped slum area, long known
as the epitome of negation, feel somewhat ungentlemanly in accepting a challenge which we are sure to win,
Shown above are 28 distinguished ROTC students who were seniors who demonstrated qualities of character and leader- but,
honored at a ceremony last week. Congratulating them is ship. (Tiger News Photo.)
WHEREAS, we also realize our duty to defend our
Dean of Student Affairs, Walter Cox. The DMS's were all
school, this noble center of higher learning, and our illustrious and unequaled demigod Warren, from such an
illiterately worded resolution from such an inferior
Continued from Page A-3
group, do hereby with much pleasure, when we think
In my opinion, the South actual- of the outcome, accept the challenge of our lost brethren
ly has no choice as far as the for whom we feel the deepest sympathy because of their
civil rights platform of either par- life in the depths, and who shall henceforth be able to
Honorary military badges were vant's Ferry; Cadet Captain Shore, Greenville; Cadet Captain ty. We must lay our differences do nothing but milk cows and live on mountain tops
presented by W. T. Cox, Dean of Chester L. Foster, Jr., Roebuck. Emil E. Steed, Jackson.
aside and vote for the man best fromwhence they shall roll rocks down upon all manAlso Cadet Captain Sheldon qualified, most experienced, and kind, and,
Student Affairs, to 28 Army ROTC Also Cadet Major Johnnie M.
Distinguished Military Students at Goff, Saluda; Cadet Captain Don- G. Strickland, Anderson; Cadet
WHERAS, we fear that our contemporaries in that
a Brigade Review last Thursday ald R. Greer, Spartanburg; Ca- Lt. Col. James M. Thomas, best able to lead our country
God-forsaken
institute may be unable to understand the
through
this
most
critical
period
Greenville;
Cadet
Captain
Thoafternoon.
det Major Robert B. Greer, FairA Distinguished Military Stu- forest; Cadet Major Robert S. mas C. Welch, III, Charleston; in which we are entering. This, I true meaning and beauty of the words we have previE. think, is Nixon-Lodge.
dent is a senior Army ROTC stu- Hill, Jackson; Cadet Captain Rob- and Cadet Major James
ously written, we feel compelled to state our intentions
dent who demonstrates outstand- ert S. Lawrence, Brevard, N. C; Youngblood, Jr., Columbia.
Listotn Hinson, '63 in words which they can, upon listening carefully to
Nine
of
the
above-named
stuing qualities of leadership and Cadet Captain Daniel A. Leaptheir reader, understand,
high moral character.
hart, Charleston; Cadet Major dents have made an application
In my estimation, Kennedy
for Regular Army Commission.
THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that us who is
He has exhibited a definite ap- Jakie H. Lee, Georgetown; Ca- The applicants are: Charles H. has taken the more realistic
titude for the military service; det Captain David S. Leverette, Camp, Thomas J. Etheredge.HI, viewpoint in this election on students at de Unibersity does h'yarby akcept the chaland has attained standing in the Winchester; Cadet Major Carl Charles W. Floyd, Daniel A. Leap- both foreign and domestic af- lange of y'all scodes frum de pastures. In udder words,
upper third of his military class J. Lewis, Jr., Gastonia.
hart, Carl M. Lewis, Jr., Ar- fairs and has not related to
and upper half of his academic Also Cadet Captain Thomas M. chie D. Rodgers, HI, Rufus B. dodging issues as Nixon has we sho nuff is willin' to cum to dat dere pigsty in de
class.
Osmer, Kingstree; Cadet Captain Rogers, Emil E. Steed and Tho- done continuously. His ideas for swamp known to some a$ the Kitty Catty Tavern to see
The Distinguished Military George H. Pressley, Biltmore, N. mas C. Welch, H.
an "Improved America" show y'all devour your unreasonable facsimile of an editorial
Students are: Cadet 1st Lt. C; Cadet Captain William P.
his determination for advance- page. We is even willin' to let you chow down on butCharles H. Camp, Orange- Rampey, Easley; Cadet Colonel
ment and progress which is termilk and a cold collard sandwich along with de
burg; Cadet 1st Lt. Walden F. Archie D. Rodgers, HI, Georgeneeded and he at least has
Coyle, Anderson; Cadet Cap- town; Cadet Major Rufus B. Ro(Continued from Page A-l)
enough spunk to admit where newspaper,
tain Thomas J. Etheredge, III, gers, Cayce; Cadet Captain Ho- First of course the five func- we are weak and where our
HOWEVER, if by some unforeseen bit of trickery
North; Cadet Captain Robert mer L. Rudisail, Greer; Cadet tions mentioned above:
prestige actually stands. His our might Gamecocks are cheated out of the victory
W. Finklea, Pamplico; Cadet Lt. Col. Lowndes P. Shingler, Second, the basic fundamentals religion does not have anay
Lt. Col. Charles W. Floyd, Gali- Sumter; Cadet Captain Robert J. of good yearbook planning and influence upon my decision and which is very certainly ours, we will, with the best
etiquette known to man, munch on our editorial page,
production should be observed; I believe that he has cleaerly
stated
his
sincerity
toward
the
which if it tastes as good as it looks, will surely be the
And finally effective use of oridevotion of his services foreginality, imagination and ideas is most to the job of Presidency most delicious meal we have ever eaten, and so,
needed to give yearbooks inter- of the United States.
RAVE ON FOOLS, WE'LL SEE YOU NOVEMBER
est and appeal.
Jerry L. Stafford, '62 12.
Every student can be proud of
Charles F. Behling, Editor
the record of last year's book for I favor Nixon. In my opinion
Judy Killough, Manging Editor
group of businessmen that he be- for "rest and recreation." The it is the students' book states Mr. Nixon has the experience
lieves the American economy is Navy announced that they would Bert Wood, TAPS Copy Editor. needed to keep this country out of
Tommy Rose, Business Manager
He urges students to cooperate a world war. As for the segregagoing through a temporary only stay three days.
Howard Hellams, Sports Editor
"pause." He feels that it will be A Fluorescent light transform- to make TAPS 1961 an tion question, both platforms are
Doug Gray, Ass't. Sports Editor
less severe than the 1958 reces- er was found tied to the train even greater book.
very much alike. I am convinced
tracks
over
which
Veep
Richard
Mike
Sheheen, Columnist
sion.
that we should put country before
Nixon's campaign train was to
Bob
Hill,
Circulation Manager
state
or
section.
The Pope's personal represent- travel. Authorities said that the
atives in the U.S. said he is con- transformer would have been
Murray
Coker,
Ass't. Circulation Mgr.
Pete Weathers, '63
(Continued from Page A-l)
fident the Roman Catholic hier- enough to derail the train.
archy in this country would nev- Nixon, Eisenhower blast Kenne- A native of West Tennessee, Dr. I am a southern Democrat. In
er take pplitical similar to that dy's Economic stands. Ike calls Wiley studied in Asbury College, the forthcoming presidential electhe University of Kentucky, and
of the Puerto Rican bishops.
tion I am going to vote for the
for election of the "superlative"
U. S., Britain, and Prance have Republican team of Nixon-Lodge. Yale. He was an assistant his- most democratic candidates: Nixtorical
officer
during
World
War
issued Russia a stiff warning In Jackson, Tenn. racial dison and Lodge. The promises made
stating that any interference with orders flared anew as police H, preparing during this time by the Democratic Party, through
their use of air corridors into broke up a tension-fraught sit- nine historical studies on the the auspices of their somewhat unBerlin would create a "danger- in demonstration that threatened training of ground troops.
He has written twelve books stable platform, will lead this
ous situation.'
to explode into fist fights or and his reviews have appeared in country into a modified version of
Vice President Richard Nix- worse. Eleven Negroes and two
the "New York Times," "New socialism. The Democratic Party
on said that as president he White youths were arrested.
York Herald-Tribune" and the favors the radical form of governwould plan to visit everyone of
Sixteen members of the Cali- "American Historical Review." ment, while the Republican Party
the Communist satellite nations fornia Polytechnic College foothas the more conservative conof Eastern Europe to reaffirm ball team were killed in an aircept in mind.
our trust in their ultimate de- plane accident while returning
liverance."
Our country has done well durfrom a game at Bowling Green,
(Continued from Page A-l)
Gallup Poll shows Nixon slight- Ohio.
cial ground and axial display for ing the past seven years, under
ly stronger than Kennedy in tradi- Vice President Richard M. NixTigerama 1960. This is expected the leadership of President Eisentionally Democratic South: Nixon- on declared ill-considered propo- to be the largest fireworks show hower. This country will continue
Lodge ... 47 per cent, Kennedy- sals by Sen. John F. Kennedy ever presented in this section of to prosper if the best qualified
Johnson ... 46 per cent, Unde- played a major part in the re- South Carolina. The show will statesmen are elected. Mr. Nixcided ... 7 per cent.
on's quick thinking and knowledge
cent gyrations in the price of gold. last about 22 minutes.
Kennedy gets tremendous wel- "The State" newspaper gave
For the past several years the and analysis of our troubled world
come by, huge, frantic New York formal editorial endorsement to Tigerama skits have been re- are two characteristics which
crowds.
Nixon and Lodge.
corded beforehand to give the cannot be overlooked.
Two newspapers say a U. S. A presidential poll in tradition- actors a little more freedom
Information Agency survey show- ally Democratic Charleston shows in their movements. This year
Mr. Lodge's dealings with other
ed U. S. Prestige in Britain and Nixon a heavy favorite.
new sound equipment has been countries, while serving as the
France declined after the col- A Gallup Poll taken during the obtained which will cut the ne- United States Ambassador to the
lapse of summit talks in Paris last first week of Oct. finds race for cessity for pre-recording skits, United Nations, have given him
May.
White House neck-and-neck: Ken- and should give a friendly, live the confidence- and austerity needU. S. appealed to the Soviet nedy-Johnson. . . .49 per cent show.
ed to be the most qualified man
Union to drop Premier Khrush- Nixon-Lodge . . .45 per cent, Un
to be our next Vice-President.
chev's, all or nothing demands on decided . . .6 per cent.
Bill Murphy. '64
Cuban Prime Minister Fidel
disarmament, and for the sake
of world peace to keep the door Castro seized another quarter
(Continued from Page B-5)
open for East-West negotiations. billion dollars worth of AmeriSalk polio vaccine is more ef- can property and then charged the opposition of the conventionfective when given with a com- that "at this very moment the al world. He longs to return to
bined injection of diphtheria, tet- U. S. is preparing a manufac- the fold. He sees now that he has
tured provication at Guantana- not the right to make himself
anus and pertusis vaccines.
The New York Times endorsed mo naval base for the sake of supreme.
The psychological aspects of
Sen. John P. Kennedy for presi- the U. S. election."
Winter is finally here. Twenty- this novel, the crude Russian setdent.
PHONES - RECORDS
New car sales boomed to a near two inches of snow fell in New ting, and the excellance of Dostoevsky's style make this interrecord level during Oct. 11-20 pe- York state.
STEREOS - HI-FIS
Russian Rocket Chief Marshall esting reading for enjoyment, reriod.
laxation,
and
entertainment
for
Mitrofan
Ivanovitch
Nedelin
died
F.B.I. arrests two on spy
— COMPONENTS all.
charges. One of the men was a in airplane accident.
The Soviet Union has virtually
DEALERS FOR
Russian employe of the U.N.,
and the other was a German- written off U. N. disarmament
EICO KITS
born free-lance medical illus- debate at this time as useless.
&
ACCESSORIES
trator. They were arrested on It stated Tuesday the only way
charges of trying to steal U. S. to resolve the East-West deadlock
is to hold a special General Asdefense secrets.
The U. S. sent 1450 Marines sembly session next spring at the
REPAIRS ON
A suit with matching vest, styled for the
Headquarters For
to the Guantanamo naval base | summit level.
MAINTENANCE &
'■■■■■

■
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Dean Cox Presents DMS
Honors To 28 Students

STUDENTS

TAPS

Current News In Brief
Tiger Special News Writer
(News Editor's Note: This
column will be run periodically in The Tiger, giving Clemson students a summary of the
current events.)
Light - heavyweight champion
Archie Moore had his title taken
away by the National Boxing Association for failure to schedule a
title fight with Germany's Eric
Schoeppner.
Prestige Report sealed from
Public View by the Eisenhower
administration. Democratic presidential candidate John Kennedy
says these reports support his
contention that U. S. prestige
overseas has declined.
Living costs rose to a record
high in Sept. and are expected
to rise again in Oct.
Reno bookies are giving 6-5
odds in favor of Nixon.
The Castro charge that the
U.S. is organizing an invasion of

»

Cuba hasn't stirred up much interest in the U.N.
Kennedy's and Administration's stand on Quemoy, Matsu
issue said to be the same. Sen.
J. William Fulbright said secret testimony by administration officials proves that this
country has sought withdrawal
of some Nationalist Chinese
troops from Quemoy
and
Matsu.
NCAA placed Kansas on probation for two years for illegal recruiting of basketball and football
players.
Poet St. John Perse (Alexis
Saint-Leger Leger) was given the
Nobel Prize for Literature. The
Swedish Academy of Letters said
the prize was awarded for the
"soaring flight and evocative
imagination of his poetry which
in a visionary fashion reflects
the condition of our time."
President Eisenhower told the

FOR THE BEST IN CLEANING

«

Visit - DIXIE CLEANERS
We Specialize in Repairs and Alterations

Bring Your Dates to ...

HOLLY HILL INN
Breakfast Sunday from 9 to 11
D-211 & D-403 ARE THIS WEEK'S
STEAK WINNERS
Fine Food At Popular Prices

Play Where The Tigers Play!

B0SC0BEL COUNTRY CLUB
SPECIAL WINTER RATES OUT THRU FEBRUARY
7 Days per Week $1.50 Plus Tax For All
• Caddies and Electric Carts
• 18 Holes Scenic Golf Course

Located On Anderson-Clemson Hwy.

Welcome Clemson-Carolina
Fans And Students

Holbrook's Restaurant
"We specialize in Southern Fried
Chicken, Steaks, Chops, and
Seafood."
Located North of Anderson at Intersection of
Greenville Highway and Highway 29 By-Pass
(Near Southerner Motel).
TELEPHONE CAnal 5-5747

FACULTY

CURTAIN

CRIME

Jtyaj*

CLEMSON
SPORTS CARS

"It Happened In Pickens County"
By Pearl S. McFall
Which is the story and history of Pickens from
1730 until 1958. Also author of "So Lives The
Dream." Order direct from PEARL S. McFALL,
Pickens, S. C

$5.00

TUNING OF SPORTS &
FOREIGN CARS
MOST TUNE-UP PARTS
_ NOW IN STOCK!

CLEMSON
SPORTS CARS
101 McCollum St.
CLEMSON, S. C.
Phone: OL 4-5096
Competition Tuning
By Appointment
■

—--———

MARY LEES DRESS SHOP
Gift Wrapping A Specialty

110 North Main Street

•

Lady Manhattan

ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

4

YOUR BEST

ANYTHING ELECTRICAL
10% DISCOUNT ON
RECORDS TO STUDENTS

"It We Don't
Have ltr
We'll Get It"
Mon. Thru Fri., 1:00-6:00
Sat., 12:00-6:00

young in heart! A surprisingly low price
for fabrics designed for lasting good
looks, for authentic styling. Available
in the newest olive shadings, too! $59.50
V. I. P. CORNER

8qers?#toke5
CAROLINA'S SMARTEST MEN'S SHOP
HOME OF HART-SCHAFFNER & MARX CLOTHES

College Ave., Clemson
Phone OL 4-8575

Dial CAnal 6-3401

128 N. Main St.

